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Co eratel or 
else, says g:ov't 
TORONTO CP - Labor 
Minister John Munro said 
Wednesday that if labor- 
management relations do 
not improve,• there is a 
possibility of greater 
governm~mt intervention 
"to protect the economy," 
"Labor and management 
must ake a bard newlouk at 
their relationship and their 
responsibilities," Munro 
said in a speech prepared 
for delivery to the Kiwanis 
.Club. 
"I  am confident that labor 
and management will ac- 
cept this challenge and 
adopt that co-operative 
spirit." 
However, Munro warned 
that "If the adversary 
element - continues to 
frustrate the " indudtrial 
relationship, therewl l l  be no 
winner, only losers." , .  
"Government  must  
provide the leadership and, 
hrougbParliament, tuition 
the rules and supply the 
programs," he said, . 
"We quite literally can't 
afford to let induStrial 
relatiou slide from one 
confrontatian~ to another, 
from one crisis to the next., 
- .  . ,  . , - 
available to us and we have 
to make a ~election." 
' Munro said the options are 
.that "we continue under the 
adversary system based on 
,confrontation and mutual 
distrust, with no tripartite 
consensus on pest-control 
red~nsibilities; we face the 
propeet of greater govern- 
ment intervention i  labor- 
management relations in 
order to protect the 
economy; or we accept he 
• reality of a new era in labor 
affairs that demands new 
attitudes and a more 
Munro said government, realistic sharing of  
labor and management responsibilities by govern- 
must "fact up tothe qgtions merit, labor and business." 
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MEET WITH COUNCIL 
Par, king concerns 
Lazelle owners 
Kalum Street, Emerson and Lazdle between Emerson and Kalum were 
recapped this week under eounefl's-197~ maintenance program." Funds for 
the work came out Of general revenue and the work was done because the 
Bodies found 
streets were breaking up. Here the paving machine receives a new load 
from a dump b'uek while ~e roller completes tha J~b at the far end. 
Shot-in-the-arm 
Brain Grs~ " Lazelle out a . parking He said if the block was . . . .  
Herald Staff ~Wtiter. • barrier would be put  in zoned/C-X the parking plan ~ " " " • • . :, . • ' . . ,, 
Owners of  the 4?004)lock between the street and the wouldnot be aec0modated, after plunoe  h. ,e lo , . , - t  
Lazeile expressed concern communal parking area Maroney said ei.g.~ • .~ " ~ .  ~ ~,~I~_~4~I ,  | ' |q~q~1~q~;q i~ V |~BI r~ 
over. council 's pro.p .osed wi~.no.s.treet .park~.. on the own e~were at.tbe m~,_un~ The bodies of two California@oi0gistswhoplunged - . ~ - i . . . . 
par ing plan xor t~.m~, no r.mmaeo~__t~zeue;,___._., unuLu~,_mauo~_~o'mU~e about 250 feet down a rock face about 40 mlles west of OTTAWA CP grants .to the provinces' living costs are rmmg 
aevelopmen~, m me~r ~x teec woma ue auoweu m me m~u owu=~ ou here were rec'~vered by Terrace RCMP Wedues an- ~, , , .~o, ,A  o,,,oo,,,o,~,- ~.h.,o,, , . . ,~ , , . ,~ , , .  ~ , ,~a  ,,.,o..,,. ,~,= ,,,,,,,I.,,.. 
properw nurmg -an. m- xor a mu~w,,,,x uu uJc ,,ou,, uses. ' ' . . • ,, . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ., ,,._. , afternoon . . . .  • ~ ; I leader ,Toe Clark called then reduce sales taxes, program, Clark added, . 
!ormeomeeu_nguP..twoanme m.u_e,°x .m,e~l~o~U~tUu~'U ~ .~ ' ' = ~Nofoulplayis, suspected in the desths,, bel:... ~d to I Wednesday for the Liberal Clark's demands, echoed H-Is' plea, however, zs 
twogroups "l~eeuy., ,- m'm:~'w°'mu~e" Or'~ "u~'- ~o~t" " He said another eencern I baVe0eeuredlastAug 8, the date of thel~st enh'y,in I ,governmenttobdngdowna s imi lar  proposals made likely to go unheeded by. the 
Cduncil ' isSugg~tingthe O~i~ mocKa~me,  that,waselearedupwasthe i their diarY. ;~ ~ :~ " ' , .~  ' / .  ' :  i;~.~ncwlbudget~and to recall Tue~day by maJor l~bol; and Liberals, FinanceMinisr~T_ 
" owners, in the~#,bUi ! .d  . , _ .~ i -~ :;~..,.i,,,,.~ ,~.. ~ question of g.~r~e,p!Fk-up. [. . : .  Nonamesaret~'ingreleasedunfllnextofkin canbo  1. parllament~,~Week~tO~!/~bUd/n~s ' h te / l .  ~ ~ :" D0na!d ~Maed.0n~a!~i turned 
40_ ~eet~:~the:.~t~,~:~,~_~.,,~.~_~.~•,i~. ~om ~heSae,~:~y:i~:. ~-.'Thoy..':.-[-~:~Jose~lffurn/a •,were ~ll~,d~-~v~'iddg~On*'s/::"!--'aPl~OVe::-'.it.: "-. •:'~:~': ~ " . . : :" 'T l~/f~/ i~s-t~'='~f ~- :  '~dow~d:demands for .a n.ow propoaeu cumusuna,  ,, ,, s~Srea~om_niUnar-p~ld//g _ ,.;_. =~.,=,. . . .~_..rto ~ have~f0otb~ick i~ey~u I, niVersitypr0ject. ~i~/ .... ~-i I A quick ~:stimulus , poalsforgovenrmentactlon budgatTucsday, saylng.~ 
area along Laselle. , , . . . .  .~p~_ .a~__~u__.~, ,~_~,~.  there is Iota of 'room ~or I RCMP Cpl, DoUg Joinson, who helpod recbver the ' | hudgetcouldbedevisodina to stimulate the economy wants more Use for ~mt 
~le  ,mr ,  e~ ~eutr© u~tw~m i l l  I , to  . . . .  ~'-'---'~"--~'-"= . . . . . . . .  - '  CFTK .... garbngetr~ks ' tooome, ,  bodies, said they were found about l0 feet apart atthe | short .time and should follows the release of springsbndgetmeasures 
• ~omc p~..p~e~am racy mu .~.asum. ~.nu . ~,~.,~ :~ and out and turn around, - bottom of the steep reck face The two were not [ contain personal and sales gove i 'nment  repor ts  • show an impact. _ 
not like me men oecause ~lowever, me rea Merone said " ~"  " ~nO~t | tax rk said at ~_  ' 'elm ed that the . . . . .  ee y . equip m any way for rock climbing, th h hikers cute, Cla a showin a decline in Clark rg 
business that has more Would ancoma~hr  . . . . . .  w rr in . . . ,  . . . . .  . . . : . . . .~ . . * . . , - - . . - .  . .  . . . .  *,,.. '.,~ ". ~r . . . . . . .  o;a . . . . . .  .,o woulu ue foohsh to attempt climbing area i ,news conference. • producuou in the nurtural govenrment is o y f~ 
t ;MOL~|U~&D k l Ja l |  , a J lML | l~& L | U ~  L I |~  J~& m.m s ,asq~ &wem~v~a~v o ~ 4  , . , vuma~.~'~ ' " ~t ica J  ,... , .  . . . . . .  ,., , . , . .  . . . . . .  .,,.,.__,_..__..~s ~ ..~o,, ~ ., , ,  =, . . . .  ,I,,,,. withoutpropereqnipment, haseld, lt appears the two I He recommended tax cuto economy. , about Quebec, for po 
,,,,,.©== , ,u , , .  ,...-~ ,~, s~.cuc,.~.u=~ ~, ,v , , ,~ , , , ,  ~,. . . . .  ,,- o.-,v -,-.y, were heading back to  their base camp and had to i for persons earning less . "The value of the gains, at the expense of the 
mote ` parking sp.a.ee, lenvin, g would be. parallel par..k~n.g. .people f rom ,,b~, ing ~ climb the face alon~ the route • [ than ~5.000 to $16.000 an-  Canadian dollar has slinned economy ,_ 
cnsmmers ot me smauer He sala owners woUlU ne melr  own p lanS ,  "'wewoma, =. .o  . . . . .  ..,..#,-~.,,.,=,,'-.,.-~..~.,n~....,,.., I ,,,,,,11.,  ~ ' . , . . . .  . . . . . . .  za ..,,.,,"--~. u,, ",,',..,,, that "[he 
m~m.~oo ,~ o~-~a, pm~u.  5 au,~; tv  u©v.©svp my.  uw, ,  "~ '~"~"7  . . . . . . . . .  .v ~, . . .  14'nl ionnt~.= wh ich  f l .~w in  fn  ~k, nmk mt fham " " I He alnO ah id  the fedm.al mm.k, . fa  |TMmnlnvmPnt  
elsewhere.. ,  separate buildings, and any owner wants to bring . . . . .  ~'---, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  . . . .  [ "~,=-"-'m"-t ° h-o ,,~a -g~-';'~-~ ...._...=.~ ,,_I..~_,.=o,_.,_Z_ a government  reca l led  - s . . . . . . . .  ,,.,,-,,,~ ,~v- ,~ -, , .~.,,,~ ,,,,. Parliament last month to 
Alderman Vie Jolllffe said would be theirown property in, be said. legislate the legally striking 
this concern came as "shock owners even though they He said most of the s , , , s , - s .~s .~o,~a m' i~a=~ ~,qo m t e a a a ~  
owners, present at the to council • and 'the ad- would share the same r ~ [ ] r  I~ , ,~ i [ - ,~q~L~ ,,~I[-A Y ~ , ~  . air coutrullers back to werx. 
meeting were there to listen "The threat of one million ministration because they parking lot. . unemployed and of a further 
thought zoningwould be the Mayor Dave Maroney but a couple of the owners slideinto aserious economic 
said the meeting donred up were. "uptight about the 
man misc0nceptians about whole thing." • ' - 
Jolliffe said the court case 
main concern. 
Council wants the owners 
to build ~0 feet from the counc i l ' s  ob jec t ives ,  
streets0 that Lazelle can be/..although •many.  owners involving Mlckey John.son is 
widened from its e~dstlng 20 • ~wonted to have the  block casfeaing the pdbli'c vnew m 
paved feet to 54 paved feet zoded C-1 (commercial) what isltaking place on the 
with curbs and gutters, instead o f  th. present, P~l, 47000-block and he wants to 
There would be street Special which aecomodates ~~e it out of the way as s,oon 
parking on the south sideof .the parl~..,l~lan. " .; ! , .aS  possume. 
Smith returned in 
all-white elections 
Late Wednosday, Smith 
reiterated.his ntention to. 
seek talks with local lenders 
not l l~ked" to black 
gaerri~. .who  since 1972 
have been fighting to topple 
his government. None of the 
moderate black l~aders, 
however, had' yet agreed to 
meet with Smith. 
Smith said he already is 
looking forward to the next 
step in his plans for. the 
co~Ury's future - a meet/ng 
today with British Foreign 
Secretary David Owen and 
Andrew Young, U~S. am- 
bassador 'to the United' 
Nations. 
0wen andYoung are  
reported to be carrying 
plans for Smith's 
resignatto~ to make way for 
,*:a ~Brit ish appointed ad- 
ministrator who' would lay 
the ground for one man, one, 
vote elections amongst 
Rhodesia's six million 
blacks:and 270,000 whites for 
a black majority govern- 
meat. 
Damage fixed 
Four murders charged recession surely demands an equal response," he said. Parliament is scheduled 
to resume Oct. 17. 
VANCOUVER CP - RCMP Chilliwack after being 
said Wednesday a 23-year•e, arrested without astruggle 
old Chiiliwack, ~B.C. man Tuesday at ,h is  home in 
has been charged with four Cidlliwack. , 
Counts of f i rst -degree Holmes said Madsen was 
murder in the July'is Ferry: arrested uring a follow-up 
Island slaying of four teen- ofatipfrom amemberof the 
agers, public. 
Inspector Lea Holmes told The body of Leola Guliker, 
a newsoonfe~ence that 15, has not beenrecovered, 
Walter, Murray Madsen was Hdmessaid, but "our  in-  
charged:in~'county court in Vestigation lead us ,to 
Rhodesia bombs 
Zambian town 
LUSAKA Router- :Zambia said Rhodesian Jetair- 
• exaft bombed Zambian territory Wednesday, nonr the 
Zambian border town of Feira. 
A ga~em'ment spokesman said the raid came afte.~  
an exchange of fire between Rbedesianand ~Zambian 
troupe near Feira, which isclose to the. borders ~ with 
Rhodesia nd Mozambique, ~. ~ ,~ ' ' 
The spokesman said in a statement released bythe 
information ministry that shortly after the exchange 
of fire "rebel Rhodesian Jet bombers crossed the 
border and droppodbombs on Zambian torritory/'  
He said the Rh0deslan attack was  repelled by 
Zambian troops," : ; 
No further information.wasimmed/ately vailable.. 
The statement, came three days after. President' 
Kenneth Kaunda'hadpubHcly predicted that Zambia 
would come " under air attacl~ shortly../ 
' He had already warned Zambians they were on a 
war footing WithRhodesia and should be prepared for 
so-called "hot-pursuit" raids such as those launched 
by ~ RhOdesia.int~ Mozambique;/ " . r~  ' ' 
• Black nationalist guerrillas fighting to topple white- 
minority rule in  Rhodesia are,' based in both 
Mozambique and Zambia. • ' ' . . ,  
In 'Salisbury, a ~ Rhodeslan defence, force:c~m- 
munique :said RhedeSian forces r~tallating against 
Zambian ~fire "neutralized" two: positions on the 
Zambian side of the border early Wednesday. It mad 
. no mention 0f,any air strike. • ~ 
. . It said a building a t  Ka~emba; on the Rhodeslan 
side of the Zambezi Ri~er border jUst'aernss •the 
.-~=Feira, was. damaged in the exchange but there were 
no RhOdesian casualties. 
bolleve that she, too, was 
murdered". 
Madson also.is charged 
with the murder of Evert 
Den Hertog, 19, of Rnsedale, 
B.C., his brother "John, 16, 
and Bert Mengar, 19, of 
Clearbrook. 
Holmes aid no weapon had 
been recovered and police 
have "no reason to believe 
that any furtherperaons are 
involved in the murders in 
question." 
Police had reconstructed 
the movements of the 
•ted .  killer up to 90 before theshooting, 
when a man similar to the 
p01ice'deserlption was seen 
pointing a rifle towards the 
• Hver. - ' ~ • 
gunman as he fled west to 
Vancouver in the Mengers' 
pickup truck. 
As the killer's trail cooled, 
~nOlice commissioned Dr. 
thony Marcus, head of 
forensic psychiatry at the 
'University of  British 
Columbia, to prepare a 
k~tlleYere, hOlOg/cal prOfile °f the 
Police also maintained 
~ bllc interest in the.search ..i~ulng revised rawings 
me suspect. Police ad- 
mittod, however, that the 
killer could have. change~! 
his appearance by cutting 
his hair or. growing~a heard. 
Farmers shocked 
atland changes 
VICTORIA- CP - The 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
Federation of' Agriculture 
said~ Wednesday it is 
shocked at amendments o
theLand Commission Act 
introduced Tuesday in the 
Investigations showedthe 
assailant_ was ~ very thin, 
about six feet tall and with 
lodg dark hair. He wore a legislature, 
checked black and red  "We don't want to see our 
Jachet, black or unfaded 
blueJe~am,a floppy darkhat agr icu l tura l  • land-use 
problems being resolved in 
andwork boots. '. the political arena,"  
• A man had been seen in federatio~ president Ralph 
the arearof the shootings Barlchellosald'ln a news 
carrying ah, .0bJsct of about release, "and that is exactly 
the same si~ as the sport what Is gobig to happen ff 
version of about the same the provincial cabinet is 
size as the sport version of gi¥cn the power to overrule 
the wcapon used in the decisions of the land com- 
shootings 
The ~_areh for the Ferry mission." Under the amendments 
Island killer was one of the introduced by Environment 
largest in Lower Mainland Minister Jim Mielsen, the 
• history, but led to scores of cabinet's environmental 
dead ends despite ~ the land use committee would 
hundreds of tipsprovided to  be ableto consider appeals 
police by the public. Police rejected by the commission. 
said at one point they had 
investigated andelim/nated. In the current system, an 
appellant first must gain the 
200 suspects. ': approval of the corn- 
Although yound Ed missioners before the 
Meager was ablo to alert matter can be token to the 
police to the shootings cabinet, but this is being 
a lm0st  ~ immediate ly ,  doneaway with. ' 
roadblocks in the Agassiz Bariobello~ said the move 
region failed, to net the reflects an increasingly 
inconsistent attitude of the 
government  ' towards  
problems of the agricultural 
community. 
"Last week we were told 
that in order to avoid cir- 
cumventing the work of the" 
current inquiry into the 
production prOcess, B.C.'s 
participation i the national 
broiler ~ marketing plan had 
to be delayed," he said. 
"This week, we discover 
that the government intends 
to amend the Land Com- 
mission Act in spite of the 
fact that that same com- 
miflee also has been 
charged with the respon- 
eibility of reviewing the 
agricultural land reserve 
system. 
"Obviously, there is not 
much consistency to the 
application of food policy in 
B.C. these days and this in 
turnis beginning to create a 
good deal of confusion and 
discontent within the fa r -  
nfll~gB sector," hesaid. 
arichello also record. 
mended that the 
taagkriCUltural land reserve be 
en out of the h~ds  of the 
environment ministry, and 
agriculture m~stry.  
From/kip ;REUTER 
SALISBURY CP-  Primel 
Minister Inn Smith retained 
control of parliament in 
RhOdesia's general election,. 
• and when vote-counting 
paused . late Wednesday 
uppenreu certain of the two- 
thirds majority he needs to " 
negotiate a rac ia l  set- 
tlement on Ida own terms. 
Partial results of balloting 
bythe  mostly white, elec- 
torate gave Smith's 
Rhedesisn Frontpar~ 38 of 
the 44 seats he,n~sdS, for a 
t~vo-thirds majority in the 
House of Aksembly. 
Returns from 'rural areas, 
where Smither is strong, are 
expected today. 
' There are 66 seats in, the 
House, 50 reserved~f0r 
whites. 
Smith,s party  held: 38 
seats before ,the election, 
which he called~in an.at- 
tempt o obtain the 44 seat 
block that will enable him to 
make, const i tu t iona l  
changes. • 
Such changes Would allow 
him to work 'out a power. 
sharing 'arrangement With 
moderates in Rhodesia's 
black majority and resist an. 
Anglo-Amerisan plan that is 
reported to call for his 
ouster and disbanding ~of 
Rhodesia's White-led armed 
forces. ~ ~ . . .~-~. 
• An estimated $i00 in 
derange wreckod by vandals 
in:bpper Little Park was 
repaired ~,Wednesday b
parks "and recr.eation 
department crews; says 
Superintendant BL]I Casey. 
• He "said. anlmown vandals 
smashed signs, ~ pulled 
,flowers Out of ' the ground,' 
mdled half a dozen trees up 
their roots, tore a railing 
apart, broke beer bettles 
and threw a picnic table 
'down a hill. 
The damage took four 
w~. ker.s hal fa day Io clean,n; 
up, he esid,:and estimated 
the bill Could come to about 
• $I00. : '  ~ ,. ' 
The erea has been van-, 
dalized several times this. 
summer,' said Casey, and  
thedepar tment  had  to 
replaee 250 tress pulled out 
of the ground Jmt  between 
May and June. 
~ioagh' empleyecs work 
,in .two shifts lasting until: 
"midnight isf k nearby 
building, vandals hit the 
park:regulariy, sometimes 
damqing:as  many as 45 
trees; " * .  -''~ r . . . . .  
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Still cleaning up two days after burglars entered their 
home and searched every room is Orville Spencer, of 
3304 Munroe St. He and his wife Florence were 
holldaying over the weekend when thieve# ~hroke into 
their home hy:smasldng a,utlllty youm Wlndow, The 
intruders thoroughly messed up the home during their. 
search, netting about ~50 in loose change including a 
collection of American coins. Twice in the past wo years 
the spencer's home has been robbed "with only small 
amount of cash taken each time. Times have changed 
for Spencer, who homesteaded in the Nasa area in the 
late 1940s before coming to Terrace. In 1948, he 
remembers, he left his cabin unlocked for six months and 
the $~5 in coins on a shelf was still there when he retur- 
ned. 
SAY WESTERN PREMIERS 
Improve gra n handling 
WINNIPEG CP - The 
premiers of the four western 
provinces have expressed 
concern about delays in 
patting recommendations of 
the Hall Commission into 
effect and have asked for an 
early meeting with Prime 
Minister Trudeau. 
The concerns are con- 
tained in a letter to the 
The letter said the 
minister has either delayed 
action on the report or acted 
Schreyer emphasized that 
he and his colleagues would 
not regard' the Canadian 
of the Canadian Association 
of Broadcasters in Win- 
nipeg. - 
Instead, the federal 
- ~ . i~  ,. • oO . /  • / 
LRB ORDER : 
i aWf,lers sent back 
VAI COUVER - Saw 
fliers who shut ~ down. 10 
Vancouver bland sawmills 
Monday idling more than 
2,000 millworkers have been .•
ordered hack to work by Ed 
Peck, chairman of the 
British Columbia Labor 
Relations Board. 
• In a brief .of the board, 
FIR president Keith Bennett 
~ said the strike was the result 
of a disagreement between 
the filets and their union.. 
He said Jack Munro, 
~  regional president of the 
International Woodworkers 
of ~ .America • ' which 
. Peck said Tuesday the represents the saw tilers, 
work stoppages and had •told the strikers to 
picketing ~vere illegal after return to their Jobs; 
Forest Industrial Relations, Saw ~ fliers walked out 
FIR, which represents the because a collective 
industry, asked fo r  a agreement reached Friday 
blanket cease-and-desist FIR and the IWA did not 
order. • • contain pay provisions they 
Peck told FIR lawyer Ben had  demanded. The 
Trevino that the order was agreement is being voted on 
informaland a formal order by ~nien members this 
would be issued today if the week, 
wfldcate strikes continued The job action shut down 
or spread to the malninnd.~ mills • in Nanaimo, 
He ruled that the strike' Ladysmith, Victoria and 
was illegal because contract " Cowichan Bay. Ken ~Joyce, 
negotiations had been a tilers' spokesman at 
successful and because the Nanaimo said the workers 
pickets had not bee~ were upset that their 
authorized by their union., demand for adjusted pay 
rates was dropped from last 
week's agreement 
At issue is the pay spread 
between • the three 
classifications of filer. 
Those on the-lcna~ost scale 
earn $9.09 an hour, at the 
upper end, $9.29 an l~our. 
had been informed that 1977 
was' not a year for wage 
revisions for any particular 
group ,beeans~ the amount 
would'~ betaken into con- 
sideration as part, of the 
federal anti-inflation 
guidelines; 
He also said the industry 
has agreed to meet with a 
union committee during the 
term of tho new contract to 
discuss filing room 
problems. " . .  
Before Peck's dacm~on, 
Joyce said he expected all 
,500 filers in the province 
would Join the pretest in the 
next few days and picket 
lines .would remain up until 
the matter is resolved. 
ON LANGUAGE RIGHTS 
School stands firm 
in court and would appeal to 
the federal government to 
ask the Supreme Court of 
• Canada for a r ding on the  
law's constitutionality. 
Commenting on the 
board's action, Premier 
Levasque said Tuesday: 
• "CAB it what you like, it is 
admtn is t ra t ive  •civil 
disobedience.., and that 
cannot be tolerated." 
Re said measures would 
have to be taken to counter 
the b0ard's tand but did not 
opeeify what the govern- 
ment's response might be. 
Lovesque also called the 
PSBGM resolution an 
"emotional kind of r~o- 
tiO~." 
• ]wn. '  .D0u_gharty_ dismissed 
Cadet MaxweD Stewart of 
4632 Goulet Avenue, Terrace 
has been chosen top cadet of 
his cadet leader course st 
Vernon Army Cadet Camp. 
was chosen from a group of 
llS cadets. Cadet Stewart is 
a member of ~47 Royal 
Canadian Air Cadet, 
S u dr, oo. 
" MONTREAL CP - ~e  
Protestant School Board of 
Greater Montreal PSBGM 
has decided to stand firm in 
offering-freedom of choice 
in the language of 
education, despite Premier 
Rene Levesque's charge 
that such a course would 
amount to civil 
disobedience. 
PSBGM. chairman Joan 
Dougherty said ,Wednesday 
the boardwiil "go through 
the motions" of obeying the 
regulations of Bill 101, the 
new French language 
charter, by. using school 
registration forms provided 
by the Quebec government. 
But the board will not 
• /i ¸ i • 
• / / I •  ; , 
wishes of his parenis, Mrs. 
Dou~herty said. 
"T~la isn't a save the 
PSBGM fight," she said. 
"This is a people's fight to 
save a pluralistic way of 
life, and the time has come 
when we can no longer allow 
the govenrmant to take 
away fundamental rights of 
individuals." 
A resolution adopted at a 
meeting of the PSBGM 
Monday declared that the 
board would advise parents 
of the implications of the 
language law but. would 
leaveto parents .the final 
choice of whether they want 
th#.ir children educated in 
French or English. " 
The board :'also said it 
the premier's statement, 
saying: "Our decision 
certainly wasn't an 
emotional one. Itwas taken 
after a great deal ~of 
deliberation became this 
situation has been building 
S " for year. 
The l~ossibility : of 
breaking a law w~s 
distasteful toall members of
the PSBGM, Mrs. 
Dougherty said. 
Exceptions would . be 
made for children with 
brothers or sisters already 
in English school sand for 
children with one parent 
educated in English 
anywhere and resident in 
Quebe  when the lawwas  
passed last Friday. 
force any child to go to a would beck parents.if they 
Pipeline talks 
,French school against the wanted to challenge the law.~, 
begin toda Y 
OTTAWA CP - Energy 
Secretary  James  
Schlesinger of the United 
States arrives today for 
negotiations with the federal 
the lack of progress might 
have lowered prospects for 
the Yukon line. 
But Government House 
Leader Allan MacEachen, 
chief negotiator for the 
federal government, said he 
the talks went well and that 
the negotiations .:were 
• conducted in a goGd4 at- 
mespbere. 
government on a northern 
pipeline to move Alaskan 
natural gas to U.S. markets. 
The ~ne-day session "is 
expected to be the .last 
before •President Jimmy 
Carter decides whether to 
in a manner contrary to the Transport Commission as a 'favor a •pipeline across 
spirit of the report, satisfactory substitute for a government has ci'eated a Canada or to hack a rival 
Prairie Rail authority Prairie rail action corn-.-propaulforanall-U.S, route. 
Schreyer singled out the because the commission in mittee. " 
creation of a Prairie rail the past "not been par- Terms of reference for Govarnmentofflcialshere 
• say the seretary also plans a authority as one of the key ticularly sensitive or this group were formally 
recommendations of the responsive to western made public today in one-hour meeting with Energy Minister Alastair 
Hall Commission that has Canadian eeds." Gillespie to discuss a wide- Saskatoon. The committee 
prime minister from not yet been acted on by The other complaints of will advise the federal . . . .  ,,¢ ,-,o,~,, is-,as 
ottawa nment on the ' "~ " ~"~'~: =' Manitoba Premier Ed _. . . the premiers are that gover . . . . .  . . , . 
Sehreyer on behalf of " The western provinces abandoned railway rights, rehabilitation of branch ~ The teneral government 
premiers of Saskatchewan, ag.r~, tha. t such a decision-, of-way are to be taken over lines before the end of 1978 already has tentatively 
Alberta and British .m axing nouy !s needed m by the federal government and will evaluate further the a_ppro.vedaplanbyFoothilis 
Columbia. Schreyer loom axter railway nrancn 'instead of the provinces and Prairie Rail Authority. Pipe ~nes Ltd. for a $10 
suggested toTrndeau thata lines. Ottawa's lack of corn- concept, b fllit~n e pipeline .through ~e 
meeting be held in Calgary. The letter notes that the mllment to improvements The letter from Schreyer soul ern Yukon remove me 
The letter, dated Monday $100 million grant recently for the British Columbia notes that the $100 million fuel. 
and made public today, is announced by the federal port of Prince Rupert and grant recently announced B-t , , . : ,  .w_ . ,  u, ,~, ,  ~o , , *emher  
critical of federal Transport government for in- the northern Manitoba port by the federal government .,_:=.,_ Y..'.'..',:_,,._'_~.~:,"_;.T_" 
Minister Otto Lang for his provements in other branch of Churchill. • for improvements inbranch ~er~U~an~con~i~or_.~m~e ' as metric speed limits are posted 
apparent lack of concern lines is not being overseen Sehreyer's letter noted lines is not being overseen ne=~ti=t,,a~e, Woo~=~,,~ 
about the Hall Com- by a western agency, butis that Trudeau pledged by awestern agency, outm o . . . .  ~ : :  . . . .  " . . . . .  in areas of the - - - - ' - - ' -  
mission's report on grain being arranged by support for western being arranged by Cartel" i s  scheduled to ~.HUpVII iC,~, 
handling and t ran-  negotiations b~tween the economic development i  an negotiations between the annoancehispipollnechoiee a l l  dri.'v.erswiHbe r sponsible for 
sportation, railways and Lang's office. April 18 speech to a meeting railways and Lang's office, on Wednesday the same 
' ; " .~ "~ " day Prime Minster Tudeau . 
THEIR LANGUAGE RIGHTS FORGOTTEN driving at the posted speed , 
" . ' • ' ' Canal trea under which I the u.s. ba k in kilometres per hour (km/h). Feds support Quebec Inu t Feds support uebec Inu t S - control of the waterway to , Pan a by the year 2000 OTTAWA CP . Indian Allmand stated that to his Inuit who are not party to ~ civil disobedience by' the arm . . . .  ' 
Affairs Minister Warren knowledge a federal the Jamos Bay agreement - Inuit, whohavecutoffwater 
Allmand says he supports minister has no authority to a multi-million-dollar land and stopped garbage 
lnuit Eskimos in northern order the withdrawal of the 
The U.S. says that f f  
Canada pushes for too much 
claim settlement with Inuit removal at government in the talks, Carter might 
Quebec in their struggle police or the removal of and Crees in northern buildings in some corn- decide to go ahead with a 
against the province's Quebec government 'em- Quebec - are not protected munittes, ' propcualfr0mEIPasoco, t  
language legislation, ployees. A statement released The Inuit have askedthe Under Quebec's language "You tell me who finances build a pipeline across 
Allmand said. it the Inult association and the gas by tanker to the 
today by the minister says police and public servants to The minister.has delayed I'll tell you who controls it," southern 48 states. •
he "supports the Northern leave their communities and. royal proclamation of the Levesque said. 
Quebec Inult Association in some natives are talking of James Bay agreement until David Payne, a trouble- Negotiations at the 
its struggle by democratic" trying to separate Inuit the language problems are shooter on language issues ministerial level opened in 
means-against Quebec Bill areas from the remainder of resolved, for the Quebec government, Washington last Friday, but 
101 to preserve and promote has been in the north for there were differing reports the vrovince.. The lnuit say they are 
the  Inuit language and ' Allmand said he ap- being forcedtoadopttheuse s veral days trying to on how much progress was 
culture." preeiates the legitimacy of of French instead of native convince Inuit that the made. 
Allmand also said he the Inuit association languages or English. language legislation is not U.S. \officials said they 
called Camille Laurin, requests concerning the The Quebec government dangerous to their future, were disappointed and that ' ; 
Q u e b e c '  s c u I t u r a I language legislation and :says its language l gislation Jean Fournier, executive , / One kilometre is approximately 5/s of a mile. Conversion tables 
development minister, last "feels that because they are protects Inuit linguistic and director of the Indian affairs ~,~v~- r "  ~ and information folders are available through automobile clubs, " 
Friday and asked that the so few in number they could cultural rights, native land claims office ~ - ~  chambersofcommerce, provincialgovernrnentofficesandother 
government withdraw hardly affect the language Both Allman.and Quebec ' says that heavy-handed , outletsthroughout the province. Please observe the new meti'ic:: 
special police forces sent to situation in Quebec if Premier Rene Levesque tactics by the Quebec Dry c ieaning is recommended , ' 
,orthern Quebec corn- granted." There are4, Inuit have agreed to meet with government have resulted 'in caring for bat ik .  I f  the  speed limits. 
,.w~!c,." after the Inuit in the province, in the tension in the north, fabric is to be used for 
-~t~pro~stingagalnstthe The minister said lnuit leaders to try to screens, wallhanglngsorhunp { ~  Provinceof Minlstryof 
k " 
Highways and resolve the dispute. The Quebec government' shades, a coat of clear shellac Bdtlsh Columbia Public Works 
-i~tion. ~ ,, Quebr's legislation, which Levesque said Tuesday "has behaved with the grace may be applied or a protec. 
~'~i.~ was not agreed t~, passe third reading last that the federal government of an elephant," Fournier tire plast ic  f inish sprayed on. ,  . . . .  • ' " 
~llmand said. The police week, t, oes not protect all was responsible for acts of said. - : • 
remain, the natives' language rights, 
New Uhrary hours ai'e posted by Librarian Elaine Perry, 
who says popular demand has forced Librarians to forego 
thei~ S p.m. to ? p.m. closing and keep the doors open- 
continuously from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday through 
Friday and from ,10 a.m. ~ 5 p.m. Saturdays. 
. • HEALTH REASONS 
Principal granted year leave 
Interviews for applicants 
to fill the temporary 
vacancy will be held this 
evening. Because this is a 
temporary position, the 
board hopes to fill it with 
local people. TSere will 
probably be no outside 
advertising of the vacancy. 
As the school year ap- 
proaches, there remain 
three vacancies for 
district. The positions of 
elementary counsellor, 
speech therapist, and 
learning assistance teacher 
require new incumbents. 
There will be 60 new 
teachers in the district, a 
decrease of 25 from l~ast 
year's turnovers total. 
Enrollment is not ex- 
~heeted. to change, though 
ere will be no firm' in- 
dication of enrollment levels 
John Bastin, principal of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
.and for ten years a school 
administrator in School 
District 88, has been grant~l 
a one-yonr leave of absence 
for health reasons. 
Bastln requested the leave 
and at a special board 
meeting Monday night, 
trustees acceded to bis 
, request. • .,,, Sl~Ci~p~n~,th.~, choo] until the school year starts. 
Get off:Channel 01 
you ' ungood .buddies! 
To date, there are only 4 Playing hide and seek, 
bases in town that are able exchanging• reeeipes and 
to monitor on a 24 iir. basis, arranging blind dates are 
so ff there are any more not what the CB was meant 
eoncerned citizens out there for. Word has it that a 
that would make a good cleaning up of the air waves 
monitoring base, then is in progress o bopefully a 
please get in touch with lot of this nonsense is about 
Sandman, Rockcrusber and to be eliminated. If you are 
Pebbles, Little Mama or guilty of these offences, 
myself. Also please note please clean up your ~ct or 
that we do not give out leave the mike unkeyed or 
Smokey reports or time you're liable to find yourself 
checks, so do not ask us for 10-7 in the future. 
this. 
Which brings te mind ,the Come en Terrace, let's 
use of some individuals on make ourselves known as 
other channels. For' want of the good CB'ers. 
do I sat down and scanned 
" Speaking of  10-7, once 
again it's that time for me 
too, so the beSt o all ofyou,; 
keep smilin' and lets keep 
all the channels clean, 10-47 
Catch you on the flip 
fl0p...3's Dino 
~ As mere'and more people 
are coming Into •the CB 
world, we would llke to 
stress the lmpor~mce ofthe 
me of channel O1 as by 
mutual courtesy of the 
CB'ersin this area, that ch. 
01 remain Open as a, 
trucker's channel which' ~s. 
monitered by a group known ,as the 4-Way ~a~her's. 
grOUP is madeup 0f 
concerned individuals 
whose aim is to help the 
trucker's and in general, the 
motoring public who require 
assistance, be i t  in- 
formation, landlines, 
directions, messages and 
most important emergency 
• calls. This is done only on a 
24 hour basis, 365 days a 
year and we would ask your 
help in keeping this channel 
clean for the above put .l~se. 
the channels (I know this 
makes me a rubber neck) 
regardless I was amazed to 
find that during those few 
minutes, 6out of 23 channels 
were being used for sheer 
nonsense .  
MEMORIAL 
SERVICE WANTED 
Emanuel Baptist Church for ~ : ~ ~  . . • . . 
Joseph Maurice" Champbux, 
aged 41, whedled Aug. 19 in 
a traffic aecident near ' ARE YOU LOOKING 
Golden, 
L h He was the husband of 
Cathie and father of Lynda, FOR EXTRA MONEY 
Murray, Ken, andBrian. He :. £,I~TMdI~M M 
alsoleavesto:mournhislass & ~ ,.-, , , . .T JOB 
his, parents, Irene and 
Abner, Champoux of Dun- if, you'can play a musical instrument and sing, 
'can, B.C., brothers .and we have • Job for you. 
akters, Robert and Lue, 
Bernard andFaye  of i 
Terrace, Leenard and Pat of We need all the country & western singers and 
Shawnigan Lake, B.C., I guitar players we can get. 
Harold and Evie of Cobble 
If you think you can do a two week single 
PleaSe contact- 
Hill, B.C., Julle and Marcel 
Gagne of Langley, father-in- 
law Mr. G. Gibson, Victoria 
and many nieces, nephews, 
aunts, uncles, and  dear 
blends. ~ 
Mauricb- was born Lin 
Delmas, Sank;, but grew up 
in Wells, B.C. ~ . 
Arrangements by  First 
Memorial Scrv/ces Ltd. 
Bob at 638.1614 
Or phone 635.9151 
for an appointment 
re: audition. 
By .R I~ GREGG 
Herald staff writer 
Amendments to the 
Canada Fisheries Act, 
designed to provide greater 
protection to the aquatic 
environment and stiffen the 
penalties for poaching and 
other offences, will go, into 
effect September 1. 
Local fisheries officer 
John Hipp says it's about 
time these amendments 
came into effect. 
He said poaching is not a 
serious problem in .the 
- in the future a fisheries 
officer will be able to en- 
force the fishing regulations 
as a peace officer under the 
criminal code. 
He said this does not mean 
fisheries officers will 
become policemen because 
their only duty will be to  
enforce the fishing 
regulations. .. 
'THE II"K~,.P-., Thursday, September I, 15VF/, pAOM 3 
Long-awaited changes heralded 
He 'said a summary 
conviction for •illegal 
possession of salmon will 
increase ,from• $I,000 to a 
~5,oo0 maximum fine. 
Will range from $50,000 to 
$100,000. 
He said the courts can 
order an offender to clean- 
up the mess or force him to 
pay clean-up costs.. 
Fines can also be levied 
fo r  the distruction or 
disruption of fish habitat 
and fish food. 
He said if bark from a 
logging truck falls into the 
water and disrupts the f.ocd 
supply it will be classified as 
~llution. 
Fish eggs are now 
classified as fish and 
charges involving the 
disruption of eggs can also 
• be laid. 
A person who is fishing 
l l legally even though he is 
New Zion Baptist 
minister here 
% , 
Rev. Paul  Mohnlnger, 
new pastor* at Zion Baptist 
Church, was formally in- 
stalled, for service last 
Sunday in service led by 
Lloyd Anderson. Rov. Hi' 
Wilke, form Portland 
Ol~.4usm 
Other speakers included 
the ministers of Baptist 
Churches from Kltimat and 
Prince Rupert. Rev.' D. 
Barkman spoke on behalf 
oaths Terrace Ministerial 
Association. 
The moderator of the 
church Jurgen • Bahr, of- 
flclally welcomed the new 
pastor. Me, Bahr welcomed 
Mrs. Mohninger  and 
presented her  with a 
beautiful corsage. ' 
not in possession of fish can 
,, also be charged, he said. 
Tickets can be given to 
person sinvolved in minor 
offenses like fishing without 
a license, he said. Anyone 
who is given a ticket can pap 
the . fine without going 
through the courts. 
F isher ies  and En- 
vironmont Minister Romeo 
LeBlane said in a news 
,release the main ,objective 
of the changes to the act is to" 
preserve the country's 
natural environemto and its 
renewable resources plus a 
crack down harder On 
e 
people who flaunt fisheries 
regulations. 
• He said poaching has 
caused a loss to the B,C. 
salmon industry of mss'e 
than $3 million a year. ~. 
"With new provisions and 
heavier penafUes underthe 
revised Act, we will be In a 
much better position to deal 
with the poaching problem. 
At the same time, we will 
need the support and 
cooperation of the fishing 
industry and the general 
l~bHc to back up the efforts 
of the federal and provincial 
authorities," LeBlanc said. 
K&J 
AUTO PARTS & TIRES 
SPinaLS. 
Winter 11rm (Belted) 
S1P Oils II P.ddlaives 
8 ire5 H,D. Beno5 Grinder $119,99 ' 
MPJff MORE ITEMS ~ 
490S HWY 16W 
• ,638 i~484 
WHAT  
S,: 
o,u , S,oa,, 6s  llo,,  , Hal,ors,,.,,.,> .eL I 
acre,, nnb Roasts 99c, Spare,aRiSe '1.19.1 
I) ;}'tage Rolls Sl,89  Beef Sausage s1,19  
o,o,v, hahn Fresh Homemade 
Bacon """°'" St.§9" rop,i, sov..up .o, 
l Sohweppes Ale ~0 
All Beef is*Grade A Government , Inspeoted 
Village Meats 
Louled b tim newly renovated Super Valu Stm 
Store Hours ' 
9 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
638- 
: 
) 
) 
) 
l 
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1 . NOTE OF COPYRIGHT ., .- 1 
, The Herald retaln~ full,complete end sole copYriaht ~n an), [ 
t edvertlsemenf produced and.or any" ecll)o~lill' o r  
] photographic c~ntent published In the-)4~'ald. Repr~lt~-tl~ 
I .Is not permitted wltttouf the written permission of  the 
L . Publisher. ' . . " 
Land 
commission 
must be strong 
on the srface, mdme  to 
Land Commi~on Act seen like innoemt ebeq~ 
de~ned to ~ive the ~ovin~i~ cab~ne~ e~pal power 
But on deq  
:tlw m'bad news indee(L 
Und~ amesdmmm h~zoduced by ~ t  
J'm~ ~elsen, the political cabinet will be 
allowed to consider and overrule decisions made by 
the land comm/s~'on. Tho~ l~elson says the 
mmndnmnts will not alter the ~ ~ the act,. 
they, .unfcrtmmtely, will do just that. 
one ~ tbe l~si~ve aspects d the farmland laws' 
introduced by the previous ?e3P'Sovenen~ was 
the indq~dent nattwe ~ the land comndssim. 
Fta'e was a beerd that weeld preside like a judicial 
body. Zusteadof   dieinl W Be, it had 
alegal mandate: to preserve tbe dopletin8 acres ~ 
6seal, arable land in this rocky, ns~tainons 
province. 
I)esp/te the wheat fields c~ the Peade Riwr; the 
frt~t farms ct the Olmnagan; the dairy, vegetal/e, 
and mixed operatiom ~ the Fraser Valley and 
south Vanconver Island; and the strop ranches 
riverbottormandplateaus, Britieh ~ must 
still impm~ most e~ its food. 
Sweden drops>Krona to/buy ' time 
~0NDONB~,IB.R~.bC~ e dei~v~j~an ge rates, among the highest In the 
Swklb)blm)na, thethh'dwitl~inaye~',iss from 37J~ taxes paldby employers.and amongthe ~gaest in the wor]d and two Experts here say it may we]] be that 
aberena(maUempttogaintimewMlea limited public spending are amo.ng the tlwee times" greater thanthosoprevall~mg Sweden has reached the peint where the 
wide package of economic measures is measures announced to bac~ up in Britain. ~ennlewfllhave to choose between better 
developed for Sweden. devaluation. , , ~, . an~ better welfare .programs and an. 
T'~islatastdevaluntton, expertseay, is . i_ -However, theyalaosessomeshort-tarm cournging more funds to go  into 
..expedted to solve little in itseft. Already, Until recently, Sweden was r~. ~d~. as and medlmn-term iscalculations, productive investment. 
been offset as Swedon's trading pan~rifnet~s a model of an advance(] one efficient The traditional Swedish response to f This may be a .stiff poetical hurdle for, - 
in Scandinavia reluctantly but swif y ,inlhmtrlal society, It had advanced world recessian has been to keepthe ~e.yesr-old .c.o~m.on. ~ove..rmm.en~ .me
followed suit. . technology, enlightened labor relations,. ,d0mestic economy relatively buoyant in ' flrst non.z~OCmlmtaunumstrauon m ~men 
Experts view the devaluation has drllledand enterprlsingmanngementand or ertobereadytotdkeadvantageofthe in40 y .ears. . . . . . .  .. 
having been ,forced On Sweden by a a quallty~ouseioua labor force which recovery when it arrives, J~.m..asl~bmaexane~e~e :~oen.  
delayed impact of the world recession on rarely went on strike. . / ' cannot !amy , . _ , 
Swedish exports and the economy as a " Then things began to slip. In the first The recession, however, was longer but that the government is .unlikely to .be 
whole, quarter of 1977, economic growth and than expeate~i .and the recovery slower ~ able to in.traduce adeq.ua.ce econom~.e 
They feel the Swedlsh government is fallen to zero, production was down and and Swedish Industry suffered. ~ reform vamou~ co-operauan srom tab 
hopoi~, to gain time for i~ package of prices were risi~, swff..~y. There Is. also an,0ther factor-tax rates, Socialists an d the trade uni.pua. 
Press freedom 
limited, says MP 
O T T A W A C P + ; tactic to get past the dee-: 
P~ogressive Conservative tions, adding that the only 
MP Gerald Baldwin, a major cr i t ics,  of the 
leading .proponent of less . goverpment are th e media. 
government ~secreay,". has . . . . . .  - . " " " " 
accused Prime Minister "But the government like 
• Trnduau of attempting,, to all governments, doesn't 
restrict he freedom of t  he .like to be criticized and is 
press, taking various insidious 
Baldwin, MP for Peace steps to curtail that 
River, told a local service criticism." 
club that with the govern- Referring to a statement 
mant,s failure to produee a made by Trudasu in  June 
freedom of informaUon law involving an investigation 
andTrudeau's alleged move into the separatists bias of 
to~emor thepress, "there is Radio-Canada, the French 
enough to frighten all true l~mgunge arm of the CBC, 
believers in the democratic ualdwin said Trudeau's 
system." warning of imposed 
Freedom of  information discipline was indicative of 
proposals tabled last month censorship Of the press. 
in the Commons of "Mr. Trudeau is not only 
Secretary of State John upset about this media 
Roberts listed nine types of approach and separatist 
government information threat, he wants to do 
which should be kept from something about it., Exactly 
the public to preserve whatis notyet elear, bdt the 
responsibility, bits and pieces he has'let fall 
• heA1berts MP celled the are .indicative,>'of ten- 
. . . . .  a diversionary sarship/' Baldwin said. 
'l~enaflyHmmld's.yinKphotographtetom'olitsown vegetarfan Tom KNOT, has roots .a t  are ~.eat for nu ,y"-turn'n-L;u  , - -n ' ro '  
'back yard continues, thls time with a reddish.colored makf~ng anointment to treat skLn problems. I ta l sohsa  
plant called Dock, which according to resident hlgh content of as.slmllable organic iron. 
to:-developers legacy o f  era- .developmmt has. ~ an ~ " ' " .~ . • :(~xJ~Ifm'm]andbese.:.TJlel~,~on~~has , - - - -  - -  - - r  - - o - - - n e  s o . . . .  ' • ...... " " ;  . . . .  ' ' ' : :  
taught us to stop that trend and with l he Land " - . . . . .  
Commission Act of 1973, rids province moved in Graham Lea, New sprawl or increased costs to 
but-good food Funny name that direction, m " Rupert; has attacked the be detrimental to these m m, ' Sscial Credit government communities.. 
1 :~t iom width a t tempted  the initial , for opening the way for "By removing this 
~onof the l~havebesn~tbeactbes  CAMPBELL RIVER, B.C. CP - 81phon sticking out of the asnd. To, weight~is edible. "LThe mantels iucreasedurbansprawlund regulatlm, the Socreds are 
jurisdictioes, yet, teday, i l amoet in~t  f e a t u r e b e e n  copied and appl ud d by many ~ It's got a silly name and looks llke a harvestblowthem is simple-diverSwith muchthan most clams, Cox said, and is unplanned land develop- 'mentSayingcanthatproceedland dev lop-without 
hot dog with elephantiasis, but the simply the sand away more plentiful, m,,antAgain, weare seeisgthls " . . . . .  the necessary review to 
- the ~ c~ the ccmmlim~m ihself - is British Columbia government hopes high-pressure, hoses. " One diver can I~r]ng in 1,50~  ,/~ administration give way to insure sound, land use and 
., threatened, to make the gebduck clanl that's The lhwsepa worked ite way down 2,000 pounds a day from a well- the pressures of land without prop@r con- 
one, separated as much as IxHdble from political pronounced gooeyduck into a multi- 130 miles of Vancouver Island's east stecked bed, he said, and the Pur- developers who see only the sideratlon of neighboring 
exJgeldes. Therevisi0msu~tedbytheBemlelX million dollar industry., coast before striking geoduck sepa's survey, has found several abort term benefits to be communities. Are we to paydirt near this fishing andlogging 
government deny that L t~ve.  - -  Recreation a-nd .JC~hservation community 140 n~des northwest of promis~gbeds. ,  reaped ~md onot examine return toGaginrdi era when 
• " Minister Sam Baw]f, spurred on by a Victoria. " ' " ~ Some problems rmain, howe~,er, the long term effects npon rural areas and highway 
Notldng has d~ed over the past fotr years : IiO,0Oo pound order for geeduck Provincial conservation officer including the unusual ~ name. community development," access wereopen range far 
lendsulloorttoatoningdownettbeact#iThere siphons from Japan, has com- ]Bob Cox donne(] scuba gear and Provineial officialsareeonaiderlng .seidLea. the land developers and real 
still too little ~ in B.C.; our population missioned a 136,000 study of geoduck vent over the side in a bed of kelp several alternative, including rocky Mr. lea said this pressure :estate speculators?" was indicated by a recent ' "The New Democratic 
conlhlues to grow. reserves to lay the basis for what be near a small island, mountain abalone, order in council which government worked to 
Moments later he was back.on the says could become a $3 million a Regulation of the new industry is 
Traditional out-~.province sore  ot food are year industry. • furface, clasping hlshands above his .another serious problem, Cox Said, repealed a regulation ap- ..pro.vide a.deq .ua..ts accessto 
tben~vesvid~byem~roaddngin~Iryor Heading the study for commerclal bead in a victory signal. .because Washington state, which proved when :he was melanotoraugroulps, but
housing. The comfirned ependence on outside quantities of the corpulent . '~'he first thing I saw down there takes $5 to $7 million worth of the minister of highways, we ~did so b/ the un- 
suppliers makes us w o ~  el the vagaries ~ crustacean is Bruce Evans, a 9.5 was a g~duck siphon," he said. dams annually, has found the Under this regulation, the derstanding that our land 
year old marine biologist and '~fhe bottom is all sand." . genducks need a decade to reliever minister could regulate and resources are not unlimited 
refuse subdivision plans in and that land use must be or the marketplace, president of Coast Biochores Ltd., Cox returned to the bottom with from one harvest. 
owner of the S0 foct research vessel the hose and was back at tha buat in " In the m~antlme, though, Cox,is uncrgaulzed territory ff he plunned and integrated with 
l~ar i l y  concerned with his in- eol/sidered that urban existing comm.unitias. 
~,entery., When the five-month 
contract ands in. December, the 
OnlywhonwestartproducingenoughinB.C. can' Pursapa. ' five minutes ~th  six big clams. • 
~eta]kabeut]°(x~ldngtberuleson 'Pre' I -seL-va-  t[on°~ dinaryThe Pursupa'sclam. Weighingquarry is nOup to or-12 up,"'I could have filled the whole b n g h  said. • " . . . . . .  F r e e z e  asked 
agr/on]tural land. T~ is every indication, pounds, geodueks are found in 60 to The biggest specimen welBhted Pur.~pa ..wm.ua.v.e.sm.med  entire. 
however, that w ewi l l  never ag~Jnbe al/e to .ong, mean' , . . . . . , . . , . , , . . . ,  --,,o..ov,oo.. on  fo rec l  sures  ~. .  the quanfit/es needed to meet our own il~. feet of water, their I 
The the. is a not - .  LEADS MARCH AGAINST UNION .ew Demucratic Party foreclosure rate ; ineethe 
tbe pe0p]enot the political needs o~tbe e l e e t e d . P l e h ~ Y  w e ~  land ~ o . ~ t ,  8 ~  to the" - -  be --overal. (~ Work, n 0 c lass"  hero ooes 'back  '. consumers aifairs ritiCfor,Norman~mLeVi tod Yon ealind . ot. ..bee,usedlty thirities." , . . . A  Signficantof u employmentPr°blemis 
l~nge xoreelesares to help that with young couples who 
B;C. families keep their  have mor tgages  : the 
By BRUCE LEVETT it. They didn't'give the management homesdudng the continuing l~yments were invariably 
time to,comider/' " economic slump, based on both people 
• Televisio, A crews were on hand to  
record th~Iseeond mass strike at 
. . . .  fold hero - a 46 year old boxer who however, "was footage of angry slderably, since the confrontation, 
strode purposefully out of thepaint employees. Ron Hill at their head-'. 10ot says he still believes "we want a 
shop and into the headlines with the marching on the stop stewards' 
cry "We want to work." 
working. When one spouse, 
~ .  Levi, NDP hil, A for, becomes unemployed, the 
Vancouver-Burrard, noted trouble meeting the  
lot more  honesty f rom the that Central MortSage and payments starts." 
dflcen. , . management as well as the shop Housing" Corporation, a .' "Those families that are 
stewards." . . . .  federal Grown Corporation, prepared to sell their homes 
has, announced that the to cut their losses find that 
He was net alone, but it was Ron- . The cries of ".Wewant o work'". ' ' 
Hill who stepped forward and and Chants of,'No strike, no strike" ~ He rejects with a ano'rt 
stopped a walkout hat might have along with same.unprintable advice . snggestious that he is a company number of foreclosures on. because of a soft real estate 
,NI-L~ i loans~ in the B.C,- market hey are not able to tied up the state-owned British to the stewards '- came across, man. " ' ' Yuko~ region ~ will exceed sell unless they can take an 
Leyland, largest automobile dearly. ., " "I;ve ' manufactuer in the country. The stewarns called off the never been a bosses' man. 160 this year compared to 84 even bigger less, Tbo real 
in 1978and 13 in 1975. estate market is artificially " 
soft because the free market 
walkout and Derek Robinson, their Ask my mates. What worries me is 
iton'~llll has" the broad nine of an leader, said afterwards it was "a that ff Leyland goes down. we" shall 
ex.flghter, His hairline is receding, sad day" for unionism, lose our |obs and so will a lot of "The holy economic system is not allowed to 
"Jaw like a block of granite. • Not everybody sa~r it Robinson's others. All through thk'arca there • :trinity of high unem- work. Although it is 
Itisstrongfaceand,inthelastfew way. ' are lots of  smell firms making ployment, a soft real estate characterized asa  'buy~s 
,days, it has been spread across the The Sunday Express aid: "The components for ears, It would hit ,.'an ever Increasing inflation mar~t', very., few people 
bent pages of most of England's soene inaygo down in history as the the ,too," i rate will brin~ about the arebuyin~. Thepro~ncisl 
national newspa rs. moment Britain finally came tO its ~e disclaims both ~llt/cal and ruin of hundreds of young..government's stupid plan to 
He lives, like ~s  mates in a ,, families in Briitish sell the apartments at the " " senses, the first da~, of a new in- unionambltioes. Sumetimeslvote 
semi-detached house in a Bir- dustrial revolution bringing hope to .and sometimes I don't and that's Columbia because they, _~ueanel Green. project 
,ndngham suburb, He refers to us all." • about as far as I go, pelltieally." cannot pay their mor- ~urnaby is an indication of 
Leyland, where he has worked for 10 Hill s~d later he 'was con- A member of the Transport and tinges", .Mr, Levi said. the sta~e of the real estate 
years, . as • "uP there'." temptuous of Mflelal union claims rGeaerslWorkersuaion, hehasb.een "-Mter ,discussing with .mark~t~ . . 
Leyland worlunen, in defiance Of that he sentiment was S0 to lfortlie askedto stand for unton office, "but several officials in the Mr. Levi said, " the 
Labor govearment pleas for wage strike call. lesidno, l haven't the time, really." mortgage lending field, I p~ovince must intercede and 
restralnt, are asking for a 47-percent ,Two-thirds of the workers up "All lwant up,there is the t ruth feel it is apparent that. see that a moratorium is put 
' . . . .  pay increase, In the absence of firm .there feel the same as me. They and the right to work, If I'm to be British Colmnbia's lack of on : all foreclosures par-, 
, companyauaurasces, shop stewards .don'twe~nttldsstrikeandtheythink ,hanged for,wanting the.,,h'uth, i t ' s  soundeeonomicpolleleshas ticularly where ~nem -I
"It's called 'Pfgeons Beware." ~ had called for a walkout, the stewards'were too quick to call time l was off this earth.. ~, brought about the highest ployment is a basic ca w,  
, . . . .  , . . . . .  . ~ . ~  . . . . . .  i ' ,  , . i  . . . . . . .  
l 
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Japan's top slugger 
gets People's HOnor 
TOKYO AP - On an 
average of once every 10.4 
times at bat, the superstar 
of Japanese baseball, 
Scdabaru Oh, clouts the ball 
over the fence with his noted 
rsised-leg sWing. 
That rate over 19 seasons 
brought him even Wed- 
nesday night with the record 
of 755 career ~ home runs hit 
by American Hank Aaron, 
whose rate was one homer 
every 16.3 times at bat over 
23 seasons. 
Aaron, who faced tougher 
pitching and longer fences 
~ I .U~ ~ S ~ ~ baseball, 
retired last year with 41 
home runs more than Babe 
Ruth's career ecord of 714. 
When Oh hits No. 756, .he 
stands to receive a new 
People's Honor citation 
slugger of Toko's Yomluri' 
Giants tied the reonrd with a 
two,run homer in the first 
inning on a 3 and 1 ldtch 
against 21 year old left- 
hander Mtehio Miura" of 
Ta~o Whalos. 
e 29~ foot drive brought 
a thunderous ovation from 
50,000 spectators at 
Korakuen Stadium, the 
Giants' home ground, But 
Oh said later, "I tied 
Aaron'srecord step by step, 
so I have no special feeling 
nOW." 
'~Since my ~rd hom~ 
there has been a tense at- 
mosphere in the ballparks. 
Some home runs come 
easily but others come more 
bettor Aaron. 
Oh gained fame as a 
pitcher and slugger for 
Waseds Comm~-ionl tlign 
School of Tokyo. He J0in~d 
the Giants afar graduation ' 
in 1959/ : .:"' 
• Oh hik his "first 
professional home run April 
~0, 19~9, in the same 
Kerakuen Stadium. 
Oh hit his 755 home runs in  
some 4,000 fewer times at 
bat than Aaron; He has won 
the Japanese ~riple crown,. 
for batting average; home 
runs and rubs batted in. He. 
won the rhome-run tiffs 13 
consecutive times and was 
named the league's most 
valuable player eight imes. 
As a result of Oh's 
than 10 games apart." 
The ball was grabbed in " ( 
the right-field stenfis by  a achiewement,  P r ime 
from the Japanese govern- teen-age boy and later was Minister Takeo Fukuds has ( 
ment, becoming the. first exchanged for prizes and ordered a new civilian 
person so honored. And he will be placed in Japan's medal, With Oh to be the 
first recipient. ( - - ~  says he Intends to p lay bail baseball museum. , 
flver/,oreyears, inthebelief The 755 home ruus took Oh The slugger , now earning K ~ 
he will be able to hit and 2,425 games and 7,871 times ~.40,000 a year, is estimated 4 _ i l  
field Just as wel l  at age 42, at bat, comparedwith 3,275 tohave earned $2.64 mi l l ion V :45. 
The Japan-born chinese games and 12,300 times at. during his 19 year.career. ( C ;~  
i Pla.y.e ife gets : r's w u 
Up rst o inst • s • i t ious ,  n .w  r ak  • 7 
PHILADELPHIA AP - the mornmg." ' h superb pinch hitter, reveals " 
"Nab, I don't have any Tommy Hutton, a pinc " that he is careful not to step 
supers t i t ions , "  said hitter and. late-inning on the infield foul lines. 
defensive replacement at manager Danny Ozark of said not to do it - that if you 
Philadelphia Phlllies. "But first base, says he always stepon a crack you'D break 
yun ought o taik to my wife. chews~mdurh~agame, your momma's back," 
- thm"  She has a million of e . H he gets on base he chews Johnson said. "I don'tknow 
It's true. The most the same gum. If he's out, 
he changes to gum. 
"I chew sngarless bubble 
gaB," said Hutton. " l t ' s t~ 
only kind my momma will 
let me ch~w." 
Catcher Tim Mccarver 
says he'D have nothing to do 
with superstitious. 
"I'm a man of common 
reasoning," says McCarver. 
"I don't mess with the 
occult." 
First baseman Riekie 
Hebner has a habit when he 
if that's being mperstltious 
or. a belief." 
Larry BoWa wears the 
same sweat shirt every 
game of a winning' streak, 
which may explain why his 
locker mates, Greg Luzinski 
and Mike Schmidt, take a 
quick postgame shower and 
lsavo. 
Outfielder Garry Maddox 
says he has no superstitionsi 
but helped Schmidt observe 
one earlier this season when 
Schmidt was hot with the 
superstitious member of the 
Phillies' family is Glnny 
Ozark, the skipper'q(boss. 
:'She alwnys like~ to sit in 
thesame seat wh~ we're on 
a winning streak," said 
Ozark. " In"  Chicago, after 
we won the first game of a 
four-game series, she found 
someone lse in the seat the 
nc~t day. She bribed him 
with four beers to get the 
seat," 
Mrs. Ozarlt never leaves 
her seat when the Phillies bats of reaching back and bat, 
are ahead, and wears a pulling on the top of his 
~¢&..=.t" hat ,,vm,~ . iaht  sh i r t .  "We stopped at the same 
~r l~g '~~~. ,~n ' . '~ . ' .~ l  a lot Of ;...p]~c~..an.t~,~ay.~olthe/b~l!~-- 
the ~at iona i "  ~ i ie ' :~ ' i i i~a i l~n~ul r~ 'as  to why I park every day so ne co.me 
baseball team. / don't get a shirt that fits," ~ buy a green, sona. ann ,a 
*About never leavin~ her Hebner said. , I t 'snot '  a • newspa~r,:'.ne ~m, . . ' t  
seat when the Phlllies are- superstition; it's a habit. ' was )ust onvmg. ~uc x .me ; 
ai~ad, Ozark said, ."I don't I've been doing it since I try one of those gr.~n..so~s 
knmv how she elaved in Little Lea " and I liked it It diun't neip . . . . . . . . . . . .  held out the ___  ... gun. _.. ,, • 
/i~ht weplayed until 3:23 in  Davey. Johnson, ' the me. 
MILLIONAIRE SKIPPER 
Yacht Courageous chosen 
Vlctor-y. over Australia's- Enterprise, and - ms 
Southern Cress. , ,  sailmakln~ partner, John 
The move by. the New Marshall, co-helms-man o  
York Yacht Club's election Enterprise, liars. 
committee came as a "He North proved that 
surprise. Most observers *,when he promised to sell me 
had expected Enterprise to ~ils and he didn't," Turner. 
remain in competition for at said. 
least another week.. The 
decision by the committee 
also means that Courageous 
will not race again for about 
three weeks, although she is 
expected topractice against 
Independence, he sister 
yacht inthe Kings Point 
Turner considet~s- himself 
a sportsman among 
" professionals, who stand to 
,gain advertising by  doing 
wed in' the Cup., / . 
" "I'm Just inlt for my own 
personal saisfaction. 
NEWPQRT, R.I . .AP-.-  
Couraj~epus, the 1974 
defender skippered by • 
Geor~fa millionaire'. Ted 
Turner, was chosen 
Tuesday by the New York 
Yacht Club to defend the 
America'sClub for the P.~rd 
time. 
A f te r  watch ing  
Courageous defeat En- 
~se  hy one minute and 
Seconds Tuesday in the 
final defense series, the club 
dispatched its launch to the 
Newl~rt Shipyard to advise 
the Enterprise syndicate, Syndicate. Turner said. "I want to do a 
that his 12 metre yacht had They call Turner Terrible good Job and do whatever I 
be~ eliminated. " Ted, and The Mouth in the ~n to help the New •York 
South. . Yacht Club, I'm not going to, 
He once ealled Lowell make money Off th/s. I'm 
Enter~ise was the second 
axeAmericanin two boatdays.to ongetMon-the North, the ousted skipper of strictly an amateur." . 
day, Ted Hood's In- " "! 
de~)endence was eliminated 
affer losing ~ Courageous 
by l:m. ' . 
It was a rags-to-riches 
yachting story for the 38- 
year-eld Turner, who got his 
first dinghy from his father 
when he was 11. 
Turner started sailing in 
1950, but it was not until 1974 
that he got his first shot at 
the America's Cup. ' " 
• ' It was e ~kipper of  
tlie yacht' Mariner, It 
x~ed extremely slow and. SHOWTIM£S 
~,mnarrassement for Turner 
who is OWner of Baseball's l()'::~ p.m. 
In,m, 
MON-AUG,29 - 
thru 
SAT-SEPT,3 
~nt l  Braves. 
• This ye~ir, .however, 
Turner has himself a proven 
product, ~ Courageous, 
cles!gned by Olin Stephene 
and i'edeslgned by Hood, the 
man who had skippered 
Courageous to the 1974 COup 
-': / . -  
lINK 
HAaO WARE. .~ T O~'E S 
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copper pennies are 
reputed to,, be. one of the 
world's greatest ca.rriers of 
disease, on the surtace., d . at the . 
° . "  * "="  REDD,ORCABARE Tsuch a beautiful speaking voice that he brought ears 
' to the eyes' of Chief Justice ~ TERRACE HoTEL  ~ ~ '  ' 
J ohn  ~:Marshall when ~ ~ • 
arf~ii~ a ease in 1818. 
THE 
GORDON & 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
T.V. @Ul 
ALL  L IST INGS SUBJECT 'TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
Thursday, August 25 6p.m. to midnight 
Jl,/. :: 
KIMG ! CFTK 
(NBC) 3 (CBC) 
- let's Make Klahanle 
A Deal Klahanle 
News Room 222 
News . Room 222 
News " Hourglass 
."News-, I'lou.rglaes 
News Showcase "77 
News "The Things 
Seattle I Never Said" 
Tonight Cent' 
Match Cont' 
Game PM Cony 
Conedy Tlme Barney 
'Riding High' Miller 
Cen¥ MASH 
Cony MASH 
Ball Family Rhineman 
Theatre Exchange 
"The Man In cont 
the Iron Mask" cont 
Nexandre Dumas Police 
Louis Hayward Woman 
Joan Bennett Police 
Alan Hale Woman 
News The National 
• News Night 
Tonight Final , 
Show Hollywood 
Tonight ~1 Forties 
Show "Son of Fury;' 
Tonight Tyrone Power 
Show Gane Tlerney 
Friday, August 26 
BCTV ,C~,) I 9 KCTs • ~PBS) 
.Emergency Mister 
Emergency Rogers 
Emergency Electric 
Emergency • Company . 
News- Zoom 
News /• Zoom '~ • 
News Once Upon 
News A .aa . l c  
~rend .~o MacNell. 
Country l.ehrer . 
Flih Wodehouse 
Fish Playhouse 
Mystery Movie To Be 
"The Bye~Bye Announced 
Sky.High " To Be 
I.Q. Murder  Announced 
CaU" NV)vle 
Columbo "Kanal" 
Towards Cony 
Tomorrow Cony 
/~lchel, Legrand Cony 
_ Special Cony 
Cont' TBA 
Cony TBA 
CTV News Woman 
News Woman 
Hour 
Final 
The Late Show: 
"Gun Bell" 
Cant' 
K: I  I- Wheel.Or. ~/-~.. l:-Frlendly... ~ Glant.  I .... I . . . . . . .  : ::::~ 
U: :  . 
12 
Fodune . . . . .  Man Aml 
It's Anybody's Mr. Dressup 
Guess" - . Mr. Dressup . 
Shoot for Sesame 
The Stars 'Street 
Chlce and Sesame 
The Man ' , Street . 
• Hollywood Summer '77 
Squares .. eummer 'T/ 
Days of (~nt 
Our Lives cont 
Days of Wild 
Our Llves Klngdom 
The Dod'ors. Death Valley 
The Doctors Days • , ,v  ~ , v ,  w 
Another ,All In 
World , The Family, 
AnOther Special 
World , Cup"Wor ld  
Movie: of Track 
"Nty Friend & Field" 
Irma" Cony , 
Jerry Lewis Cony 
Dean Martin Cont' 
Marie Wilson Cent" 
Don De Fore NIc .'N 4 
:Jean Cannem 
Show 
.Definition 
Definition 
First 
Impreesions 
Hot 
Hands 
Noon 
Hews- 
Movie 
Motlnee: 
1 
"Fraulein" 
Dana Wynfor 
M~I Farter 
Dolo;'es • Mlchaell. 
Cony 
Cent" 
Alan Hsmel 
Show 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
The Lucy 
Street 
Sesame 
'KIRO 
(CSS) 
Kolak 
Ko|ek 
imml l l i  
Ko|ak 
Kolek 
10a.m. to 
• :Prl¢e |S:..-;:~ '" :'~ 
Right 
Love of Life 
Midday News 
Young & 
The Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness 
News 
As The World 
Turns 
As The World 
Turns 
Guiding 
Light 
- d 
All In 
The Family 
Match 
Game 
Dinah ! 
Dinah ! . 
Dlnahl 
Dinahl 
. . . . . . .  A 
[', "  eATUeING. ASILLUSTR.EB 
i":' .,,,,SONETNUN6 FFER|NT![! ' ' " 
, .  T . " , .@Es , ,n . . .  " - - : "  mOU". .  i ' :  ' : " .  " " ' "ENmEL 
OR'D.ON & ANDERSON 
LTD • --. 35-6576(  m 4606 LAZEL'LE AVE 
• , .  :~tore Hours: .Tues to Sat:. 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
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~ 'I ,~ finish lengthens lead for L;ions 
] ~ITAWA CP - Veteran 
Young, withno time left 
~n the clock, caught a 16- 
~ard pass from quarterback 
~lerry Tagge Wednesday 
flight to give British 
.~o|umbla Lions a 27-24 
ctory over Ottawa Rough 
iders in the Canadian 
tball League. " . 
In o~ fo the wiM_~_t 
finishes in many seasons at 
Lansdowne Park and with 
Ottawa appearing to be on 
the way to an underserved 
win, Tagge led the Lions 
down field with pinpoint 
pa~ing and climaxed it all 
with the shot to Young, who 
stood just inside the Ottawa 
goal line. 
The win pushed the Lions' 
mnr~n to four points atop 
/ 
the Western Conference 
standings• , Ottawa 
remained mired in a second- 
place tie in the East with 
Toronto Argonauts and 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats. 
The Lions held the lead 
through most of the game 
but surrendered it late in the 
fourth quarter after Ottawa 
linebacker Mike Widger 
intercepted a Tagge, throw 
and stopped into the Lion Harrison ran 14 yards for 
end zonegiving the Riders a B.C.'s other scores. Lui 
24-20 lead. Passaglia converted the 
The Riders appeared three touchdowns and added 
content to, hold the Lions to two field goals. 
-- short pass gains but Tagge Ottawa quarterback Tom 
completed two short passes ~ementa threw touchdown 
pa. sses.to Jeff Avery and before e, ,',.ecting with Jim t~oley for the Other two young. 
Terry Bailey ,.ombined Ottawa touchdowns. HIS 
with Tagge for a 19 yard throw to Avery was 51 
touchdown and Jim yards; Foley eangbt a 10 
ADJUSTS EASILY 
yarder. 
Gerry Organ converted 
the Ottawa'touchdowna a d 
added a 20 yard field goal. 
There were 97,248 fans. 
The Riders wasted a 
number of scoring ehacnsa 
on • five turnovers-four 
fumbles, two by running 
back Richard Holmes, and 
an interception. They also 
run into c~tly penalties-It 
Ambassador Beliveau glad-hands for Canadiens 
now I'm maybe two or three l~unds Lover 'Black Hawks, to reach 500. He bad 712 
that because I hurt my achilles tendon assists and added 79 goals and 97 assists in 
jogging. I was on my route near home 162 playoff games. He was a member o~ 
When I pulled it and I didn't think the first all-star team six times and the 
anything of it. But that was two weeks second teamfour times. 
ago, and I told the doctor yesterday that it 
By SCOTT ABBOTT 
MONTREAL CP- Jean Beliveau, whose 
stylish play at centre was unsurpassed.for 
18 National Hockey League seasons, nas 
adjusted easily into his new career as 
~.__mimarVeneamhassador for the Montreal 
long. I think I'll probably be home tonight 
a tittle earlier than usual." 
His playing days ended with the 1976.71 
season, when the helped the Canadieas 
win their 10th Stanley CUp since he joined 
the club full-time inthe 1953-54 campaign. 
It was said he was making too much 
• money as aft amateur with Quebec Aces to 
afford to turn professional, but when he 
made the switch it was for the ten- 
better clear up soon." 
Despite such indications of middle age 
and creeping rey in his hair, the six-f0ot- 
three inch native of Trois-Rivieres, Que., 
does not lookmuch different from what he 
He is at least as well known, howe'ver, 
as being one of the leading gentlemen of 
sport, and it is largely that quality which 
has kept his name on the lips of those "I'm not stopping much," be said 
Wednesday as he spent part of his 46th seeking new political leaders. 
birthday re-reseating the team ate news princely sum of $100,000 plus bonuses for 
conference for a forthcominggolf tour- five years, did in the last few seasons of a career that "I've been approached by parties at 
~nent ,  the proceeds from which willgo Today, Beliveau is viee-president and earned him entry to the Hockey Hall of beth the previucial and federal levels," he 
i totheAs~eciatioudesseoutsdu Canada. direetcr of corporate relations for the Fame in 1972. " acknowledged,: ,,but l haven't taken them 
"I've been in my office at the Forum Canadiena, but he guards his physical " Belleveau scored 507 goals in 1,125 up on any offers; When I retired I thought 
since early this morning looking after a condition.uifhewerewaitingfortha next regular-season games, becoming the about it, but after almost 3 years 
shift on the ice. • fourth player, after Maurice Richard of travelling, I thought I couldn't get into ' 
l~m and His World site for a radlo station the Canadiens, Gordie Howe of Detroit that, with all tbe time it would inv01ve. I"I try to keep my weight at 205, w,~cb . . . . . . .  . .. ,, things. After this I have to go to the 
! " ' . 
i "  promotion, but that sh~_fldn t .~ke too was my pl.ayl~ w,!_.qht, he stud, bu t Red W,ngs ~pd Bobby Hull of Chicago owes someuung m my tamuy. I 
ACE PITCHING 
• . ~ . 
Ex*pos nearly hatless in 6-0 rebut 
Twitcheil, pitching for the 
first time in nine days, then 
walked George Foster and 
advanced beth runners with 
a wild pitch before Dan 
Driessen singled to centre to 
score beth runners. 
With two out in the third, 
Morgan drilled '1%vitehell's 
first pitch over the right- 
fieldwall and Cincinnati 
added another un in the 
fourth when Driessen led off 
with a single and eventually 
scored on Bill Plummer's 
single down the third-basa 
l l ne .  
Driessen's single, a 
• double.by Cesar ,Ge~onimo 
and a sacrifice fly by Champ 
Summers completed Cin- end the inning. 
cinnatt's offence in the ninth 
inning. Montreal th is  season, 
The biggest threat against retired the first six men he 
Seaver came in the seventh faced before giving up a 
when Andre Dawson and lead-off single to Parrish 
Tony Perez hit back-to-back in the third. 
singles tolead off the inning. After Chris Speier fouled 
But Gary Carter flied out out, Seaver walked Twit- 
and Seaver fanned Del chell before getting Dave' 
Unser and Larry Parrish to Cash to hit into an inning- 
double play. 
Aside from that, the 
Expos never .threatened the 
Cincinnati pitcher in the 
early innings and Seaver 
wanton to boost ~ life.time 
mark against Montreal to 
14-8. 
Twitchell, who gained 
credit for a 5-I triumph over• 
Cincinnati Aug. 22 despite 
having to leave with a 
shoulder problem, lasted six. 
innings, surrendering six 
hits and four earned runs. 
Seaver, who won all three 
Former Red Santo Aleala 
start of the seventh. 
The win was Cincinnati's 
seventh in 12 games against 
Montreal this season and 
left them with a 4-2 mark at 
Olympic Stadium. 
Greaseball pitcher caught 
i By GLENI~ COLE 
:MONTREAL CP - Ace 
~t -haeder  Tom Scarer 
limited Montreal to just 
tiiree hits Wednasday night 
abd Joe Morgan clouted his 
2~st home run of the season 
a~ Cincinnati Reds blanked; 
theExpos 6-0 in a National: 
L~.ague baseball game. 
"~eaver struck out six to 
r~n his lifetime total to 2,501 
eflroute to his 18th victory 
against five losses. 
~he Reds jumped on 
Montreal starter Wayne 
Twitehell, 3-1, for a pare of 
rams in the first inning with 
lVr~rgan s~arting.tbiLtrouble 
with a two-out single. 
i BASEBALL ROUNDUP 
! . . . .  
Oldtimers keep 
Yankees on top 
~Some familiar names are 
keeping New York Yankees 
oh top in the American 
I.eague East. 
iGrait Nettles slammed a
o~-out home run in the 
I~ttom of the ninth inning to 
give the Yankees a 5- vic- 
over Seattle Mariners 
esday night. It was 
Netttles' second homer of 
.the game and moved the 
defending AI home run 
cl~mp into the league lead 
wlth 34. 
Sparky Lyle, 12-4, gained 
the vietory for the third 
consecutive game as New 
York won its 20th game in its 
last 24. The Yankees lead 
sscand-pluce Baltimore and 
Boston by four games. 
Baltimore moved into a 
second place tie with the 
Red Sox by beating 
California 4-3. Doug 
DeCinces' homer off Frank 
Tanana was the decisive 
blow as Dennis Martinez, 12- 
7, pitched a five-hitter in 
out-dueling Tanana, 15-8. 
Cleveland Indians 
overcame a 3-0 Red Sex lead 
and beat Boston 4-3 on Jim 
Norris' tie-breaking pinch- 
hit double in the ninth in- 
ning. 
Wayne Gross' two-run 
homer helped Oakland' A's 
overcome Minnesota Twins 
4-3, Detroit Tigers defeated 
Milwaukee Brewers 5-2 as 
Malt Wilcox captured his 
sixth straight win with a 
seven-hitter and Fred 
Patek's two-run double in 
the sixth inning was the key 
hit as Kansas City Royais 
• topped ,Texas Hangers 6-5. 
In the National League, 
San Francisco Giants 
defeated Pittsburgh Pirates 
for the 1Oth time in 12 games 
this year as Darrell Evans 
slammed four hits, in- 
eluding a three-run homer, 
and Jim Bar pitched anJ 
eight-hitter in the Giants 6~ 
triumph. "" 
Tom Seaver hurl¢~ a 
f his eighth 
straight triumph and" Joe 
Morgan belted his ~lst home 
run as CincipnKti Reds 
blanked Montreal Expos 6-0. 
.Steve Car~n pitched an 
etght-hitte~ for his 19th 
victory 9 f  the  year as 
PhiladellShia Phfllies rallied 
for four runs in the fifth 
and a 6-1 decision over 
Atlanta Braves. Houston 
Astres won their seventh 
straight and handed New 
York Mets their seventh loss 
in the row, 5-2. 
Rome Fingers plead up 
30th save as San Diego' 
banded St. Louis its seventh 
straight defeat 2-1. Rick 
Rhoden singled in a run and 
combined with Lance 
'Rautzhan and Mike Garman 
on a six-hitter as Los 
Angeles Dodgers beat 
Chicago Cube 5- . 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
American League 
East 
W L Pct.GBL 
New York 8 52 .d0~ - 
Baltimore 75 55 .ST/ 4 
Boston 
Detroit 
Cleveland 
/~llwaukee 
Toronto 
Kansas City 
Chicago 
' ~lnnesota 
Texas 
California 
Oakland 
Seattle 
i e l  
A Kansas 
City Royals' coach put 
photographer Ray Corey of 
up teat. 
The result three pictures 
of Gaylord Perry, 38-year- 
'o ld  pitcher of Texas 
Rangers, in some curious 
but not nee~ssarily inex- 
in the American League 
baseball team's  dugout 
Tuesday night. 
Texas beat Kansa City 8-2 
and Perry retired 24 of the 
last 26 batters he faced. 
They showed Perry 
probably was sometimes 
putting grease on the ball 
before he trew it. 
One of Corey's lap as he 
sat between team-matea ir~ 
the dugout, "his right |M~ 
for 81 yards-and gave B.C. 
the penalties. 
The touchdown by Avery 
aisowas tainted. Clements' 
throw was . short but 
bmmched off the finger tips 
of a Lion defender into 
Avery's l~nda. 
Tagge, an elusive target 
for the Ottawa defeuce all 
night, completed 24 of 34 
throws for 264 yards. Two of 
27 passes for 272 yards.' He 
was intercepted once. 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
managed only 80 yards 
rushing and l~arrison, was 
the leader with 3 yar~s on 
six carries. Holmes, whose 
two fumbles cost Ottawa 
dearly, go~ 51 yards on 12 
car r ies  as  Ottawa rushed for 
a game total of 121 yards. 
B.C.'s total game yardage 
was 344 While Ottaw~ 
managed 386. 
- -  S tand ings - -  
ByTHE CANADIAN PRESS over Edmonton Eskimos, tops 
Placeklcker Gerry Organ conferencescorerswlth~6 points, 
consolidated ~lls gold on third .I.~ more than_kicker .Z~_~t__.A~- 
place In the Eastern Football~or~./.s.Y.snyn°T.'or.enm.m..g_°__"a,,u.~. r~- 
Conference scoring race Wed- NICK Jamoromc aT rtamiJmn 
'ne~Iny night With. a six.point Tiger.Cafe is alone In fifth place 
performance In a losing effort as with 31. 
The loaders: the Rough Rldere dropped s 27.24 
declslm to British Columbia 
Uens in a Canadian Football 
League Interlocking contest. 
Organ converted the three 
Ottawa touchdowns and sdded a 
2.yard field goal to raise his 
season total to 43 points, even 
ded by photos athletes but a lot of this red han .m.,, 
* ~, yoti haS to give you, an 
edge," . ,, folded so the fight foot ~.  Was he wipping away• His to hit the dry side of the 
cocked on top of the. ~left ear itching. Was he making ball." 
knee. There was tow~Ld~l~iled a grease deposit. The Bbyals cuffed Perry 
along the inside of =fl~•right around a bit in the first two 
leg. His hand sw~ in his The third pieture showed he had an explanation: Too 
laps, and in the~could see Perry full ~ength, standing Much on the ball. 
end of a eylindflgla abject, on the mound waiting to "The ball was moving top_ 
In a blown ~p, it looked make the nex pitch. His much, so I had to sd- 
about the Size of shotgun right hand was on hisright just...move my terget over. 
shell. . j aw with fingers lying up lw was just too strong, 
A na~al inhaler." behind the right ear. you eall overthrowing. I
Petroleum jelly. Toothache. Making a knew I had good stuff 'c#use 
In ,the second picture, withdrawal, the ball was moving. I had 
Gaylordhad turned hisbead "Everb0dy knowwhat he good enough stuff so that 
to the left and was seen in does,,' said Whitey Herzog, when I walked guys it didn't 
profile sitting on the bench, manager of. the Royals. scare me. When the ball is 
'The towel was in his right "But I don't want to get into moving well you aren't 
;hand, which he was belding an hassles. He pitched will,, concernced about them 
His•left arm was reaching He's a good eompotitoe. I getting good Wood on it 
toward the right ear, but the used to get excited about consitontly. I had super 
hand was hidden,by the it...running out to the mound stoff-curve, hard-slidder, 
towel, and all. Now I just tell 'era fast ball. All my stuff." 
~,'~ 
Bayi.vs-Walker 
Vancouver gets mile. showdown 
NEW YORK AP - The 
Dream Mile showdown race 
between Filbert Bayi of 
Tanzania and John Walker 
of New Zealand is set for 
Sept. 17 in an international 
track and field meet at 
Empire Stadium in Van- 
couver. 
Dan Shedrick, president 
of Telesporis International, 
the television packager of 
the event, made the 'an- 
nouncement Wednesday ta 
news conference. 
The race, which has been 
approved by the athletic 
Empire S{adium. 
Other runners in the mile 
field wil l  be Mike Bolt of 
Kenya, Dave Hil l  of Mon- 
treal, Steve Ovett of Britain, 
Wilson Waigwa of Kenya, 
Thomas Wessinghage of 
West Gern~any and Steve 
Scott of the United States. 
Bayi, 24, sot the world 
• record for 1500 metres at 
is-equivalent o a 3:49.2" 
mile, 
Bayi's 1500 metre record '
was set in the Com- 
monwealth Games in 
Christchurch, New Zealand, 
on Feb. 2, 1974. Walker 
established the mile mark in 
Goteberg, Sweden, on Aug. 
12, 1975. 
The two last met in the 
three minutes, 32.2 seconds. 1974 • Commonweal th  
Games, where Bayi set the The 25 year old Walker is the 1500 metre.reeo--finishing • mile record holder at 3:49.4. 
Rayi's 1500 metre standar d just ahead of Waer . .  
FOR SALE 
$16000.00 
RE AnY TO GO 
FISHING 
AND. CAMPING 
Twin' Station Control Bonnet Trim 'Tahs 
New'Chevy 350 CU. Inch Dual Batteries 
Engine Lawrence.Depth Sounder 
Two Burner Stove, Ice BOx 5000 LB. Trailer With krkes 
5ink and 20 Gal. Fresh Water 'Rod Holders And Extra Prop 
i Tank Small Engine Mount On Out 
Full Width Transom Platform Drive 
Six Speakers end Stereo 
CUSTOM SPORTS CENTRE LTD. 
632-4666 KITIMAT 
75 55.577 4 
63 67 .485 
62 70.470 18 
57 80.41625V2 
4S 84.349 33V2 
West 
" " "  : A dream needs 73 55.566 75 59 .560 
73 58.557 3 
Sweet, M" 
Andrysyshyn, T
Organ, ? 
Holmes, 1"-O 
Jambrosic, H 
M. Harris, 
more then team.mate Richard r Della Rlva, M 
Holmes. a.Ealey, T 
' Montree! placeklcker - Don Cotes, O 
Sweet;.who.collecfed !1points in Barnes, M 
the Alouettos 25-10 win Tuesday O'LeeW, M 
associations of both Tan- 
zania and New Zealand, will 
be telecast live on ACB's 
Wide World of Sports. 
Bayi and Walker will face 
six other world-class run- 
ners and the race will be run 
under international rules 
during the Vancouver in- 
ternational track and :field 
meet. tala, 
~ Tbe meet is ~anctionedjbU. e Canadian Track aBfl 
Field Association and ~t~ 
• British Columbia Track a i~ 
Field Association. .;d~ 
The race will be run oma 
tartan track in 30,000 seat 
TO CFGS P 
0 17 17 0 
0 8119 5 
018 81 3 
6 0 0036 
0 S 8231 
s o o03o 
, 400024 
3 i oo2o 
3 0 00  IS 
3 0 O0 18 
3 0 0018 
Rookie of year 
traded by Lions 
OTTAWA CP - Sam He broke into the CFL 
Cvijanovich, once Canadian with Toronto Argonauts in 
Foothall Leagne rookie-of- 1974 and was traded to the 
the-year, has been picked up Lions before the beginning 
by, OttaWa Rough Riders of this season for all-star 
after being cut two weeks lineback ]Ray Nettles. 
ago by British Columbia Later, the Rough Riders 
• U~Se" 27-y~ar old middle linehackerann°unced JimthatTealimp°rthad 
linchaeker, who was the been cut to make way for 
CFL's top rookie in  1974, Cvijanovich though the  
joined the Rough Riders on former Lion is officially stil l 
Sunday and is expected tobe onafive-daytrial. Tealhad 
' i n  the Ottawa lineup for played five games with the 
Wednesday's game against Riders after being picked up 
the Lions here. from the Calgary Stare-. 
Cvijanovlch said he is  peders. 
eager to play against the 
team that cut him recently. Tim Berryman, 23, a 
"I can't speak for all rookie Canadian linsbacker, 
was aiso added to the roster,~ 
Rarryman, who played.for. 
rest year, was cm recenuy 
by the Hamilton Tiger Cats. 
Career Opportunity 
Advertising Sales 
The l 'errace Daily Herald requires an 
enthusiast ic,  re l iable person to work 
towards a future in advert is ing sa ln .  
)Applicants should be neat in  appearance, 
havesel f  management  abi l i t ies,  en[ol~ 
meeting people and have the ability to 
generate new ideas. Sales experience 
wouM be an asset. Your own transportation 
is necessarY. Full line of company benefits. 
Opportunity for Advancements. 
cONTACT: ; ' 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4630 LAZELLE '  
TERRACE, B.C. 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
PRESS 
APPRENTICE 
The Terrace Dai ly  Hera ld ' requ i res  a 
young enthusiastic,  re l iable person  to 
work towards a future in the' printing 
indust ry . .  
• Appl icants should be mechanical ly  
. incl ined and be wi l l ing to accept 
respons ib i l i ty .  
CONTACT: 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4430 LAZELLE 
TERRACE, B;C i 
/ 
q 
i i 
t 
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Wednesday ReSults 
Baltimore 4 California 3 
Cleveland 4Boston 3 
New York $ Seattle 4 
Detroit 5 Milwaukee 2 
Kansas City Texas 4 
Oakland 4 Minnesota 3
Today's Ga m~ 
' Cleveland at Boston 
Detroit at Milwaukee N 
Oakland at Minnesota N 
Friday Games 
Seattle at Toronto 
Callfornla at Cleveland N 
Oakland at Detroit N 
Boston at Texas N 
Milwaukee at Kansas City N 
• New York at NIInnesota N 
Baltimore at Chicago N 
NEWTON SQUARE, Pa 
AP - Mike Tocmey had 
always wanted to play in the 
United States amateur golf 
champ, ionship, but he 
couldn t for two reasons -
time and money. 
The 30 year old Toomey, a
University of Maryland 
e it this week at the 
Aronimink Golf Club in 
suburban Philadelphia, and 
if he doesn't win another 
match in the eight round 
tournament, he will have an 
event o remember. 
Toomey turned in the big 
upset of the. first round 
Wednesday, rallying from 
three down after nine holes 
to beat Vance Heafner of 
Cary, N.C., the Porter Cup 
champion and a member of 
last weekend's victorious 
U.S. Walker Cup team. 
"Quite frankly, I couldn't 
afford to play in the national 
amateur," said Toomey, 
explaining why this was his 
first try for the top amateur 
golf prize in the U.S. "I 
couldn't afford to join a club 
affiliated with the USGA." 
. . . . . . . . . . .  • i !  
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LOOKING • 
FOR HELP?  
'The Harold, 3212 Kolu~ Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone ~ .  Terrace. 
Subscription rotes: single Copy 
90 cants...Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3,00). 
Yearly by mol l .  In Canada 
$40.00. Senl0r Citizens S20.00 
19. He lp  Wanted  
I~' iT IOM VACANT-. Child 
Cairo Worker, for Int~medlato 
kh~t  Cemmenclng September 
7, (approximate). 
JOB DESCRIPTION. Working 
In a' spsclel educatl0n program 
Involving a . teachir,  ap- 
~43. Rooms for Rent 
-P,b"~-lb~ge housek-~-~ng room, 
suitable for working man, 
stove, frlg, everything fur. 
nlshed, central, location, 
separate enterance, parking 
an~ cablevlsion supplied. 
Phone 635.2145 (I).1,2) 
0 
1;HE HERAL'D, Thul'sclay, S0p~ombor. T/ r/7, PACE 7 
I 
0 
56. Business Opportunity Fishermen m a y  
Wanted: Young couple Io0klnG ' m m n  
for house to. rent. Outs. Ido.."A spill • sue over  
to work with. Wil l ing to do .,,;,: 
repairs on house.. Wrltoto RR:! ~ON,B .C~ CP,. made because Canad ian  
McConnelt & . Marsh]i l l , '* United Sta tes . f i sherman fishermen did not want to 
Tenders called 
asbestos hauling 
,Terrace, B.C. (c-21,22,1). : -. 'hav.e threatened' to sue ~e foul their gear and they felt per year. 
Yearly by mall outsicle Canado: proxlmatelylOstuclentsandthe Room~orrentwlthklh:honand ' - PBSNCE RUPERT, B.C. container vessels to 
$51.00. child.core worker, living, room facilities on the Easy to menage fas't'i food .CsnadJan~ government .for the salmon caught would not • " damages as oil from a be fit to eat. CP- Peter Steen, president LVancouver frorr Sluagway. 
Authorized as second class mall Students range from tm to bench. 6,15-3971 (eft) franchise. AvallaMo offering by the Post Office Department; fourteen years, male and '~ big returns with minimum 1O;000.gallon sp i l l  here But he .said he is getting [ of Cau ier  Asbestos Ltd. ']L~e tonnage rei resents 75 
Ottawa and for payment oF female, mob*ore behaviorally: For Rent: Room in spacious investment. Write QuickStep Monday spread in to  the o~o~te  advice from [sa id /Wednesday he has pe~centofthemh e'sannual 
postage in cash. 1 Submarine, 1649 Vlcforla St., Amer ican .v~aters, a U.S. fishermen who believe I cal led for tenders from production. 
Oassiflndsdue2419oursprlorfo' cllst.~bed end d l~upt lve ln  shared Thornh'lll duplex. : desired day of publ~:etlon. $2.~)0 regular.classroom. a Kitchen, living room and PrlncaGonrge..Phon'eS(4.,ldTI5 spokesman fbr  the In- in o|ly water wLH be safe K I.v al large West Coast Although all  tenders te~national Salmon Com- sufficlentlywashed, l a hipping and bergtng firms haven ' t  been .  received, ,  
for first 20w~ds, t0cents each; Counxlllng of Mudenfo, ks basement facilities. $85 a tc.32,~,2).. - - , . , , ,  n ,a  Wedncsda,, ' Loudest criticism of the to move 70,000 tons of Steen said, the company[ 
t 1 P Bill . ,umv,  , , , , ,  a' wordthoreattdr. No retunds on well se regular.contact.with month plus utllltles, hone . . . _ asbestos a year to Van- to ship through s~.v=tl . . . . . . . .  , , , . , . , , . . , , ,~u- ,  , . ,n , , , : , ; , t~_~Ao~, f~ 57. Au/omobl les . J ohn  Roos, the com- federal cleanup eame from 
cmssmea oos. psronm, ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,,-,,,, -- - . . . .  - -- ---" . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , ,^ , ,  . . . .  tote,,, a;,~,,,,,,, nm nt,,,,,v excut ive couver from Stewart, B.C. rather  than SI*agway. I 
- -  - relationship with child outside . . . . . . . .  * ; Brit ish Steen said in an interview £hJpping throug Stewart I 
' "  " " J  n r m '  " ~e ciaksrosm oltuaflon.end 47. Homes for Rent ~97s GMC Sierra Classic .sajd in an interview that the director of ,  the 
I .  coming,  i::ve.n!s. _ . . ,  . ,~ ,~ . . . . . . . . .  e,,' ,,~ " . - - - - .  CampsrSpeclal. 4s4Veenglne. IS~ was  notified of the Co lumbia  Wi ld l i fe  from Vancouver that his would mean mproved l  
'Z.~ .; '". '". • ' : -" . ."  ~" .-" ~ i i~s ' r~n~o~c~e~f~r -~.~ Aflractlve 2 bedroom duplex Dual fuel tanks, air  ¢0n- ~tened s~iJ;, as it  son-' Federation, whohassent  a fkmis invest igat~ an an- wharf facil ities : ) r  baz~as" 
Canada route to move its and a regulax fr ieght- we,gmwavFners rnemmgne)o ~e;~vlour Inaldotho cta~oo~, fridge and stove. Electric ,dltionlng. P.S., Dlkc~ brakes, . sidered e los~g salmon te lgram to Transpot  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  every imm=ay aT • p m m Tm Knox Unltod Church"l~ll- ~ Pro91" arrl involves actlvltlos hosting Wall to wall carpeflng. :Radlo,heavy duty |USpmil~,.. fLdhing In U S waters  lVflnister Otto Lan~.o. pronuet xrem tm uasmar ~ranspormuon rou~e [o 
Lazelle Avenue.- ~4sldo theclossraom, . *  . . . .  . . .  Phone 635-7485 (p-l) . ,7.BOx16 tiros,, spi lt  rJms,.. . . .  .,new because o f  ~. oll con- deman~ a public inquiry, mine, S00 runes north of southern B.C. , - -  _~ 
. . . . . . . .  . - - .  exhaust  system end....rear • " ties " ' ' I t '  s oddamned Stewart, to Vancouver. . The town of St ,~art  has ." . ~UALF ICa~TI .ONe .. ~aq~cocts I ~ n d .  ~ n ~" I I .  * ' :  ~ ' : :  , ' i ,~  . . . ' .  ~W"  ~ in~ n : d n ' ~  I " P n . . " " , ~n  " I n . n ' ' - -  . .Terra= C~,p,,te S,.tdo. Ctu.U ~d m, . .~ i~o ' . . ,~  .... ~:2.~oom.t , . r ,  lshed.ho~ ~k.os..r-..,.~:~::~.,...~ :.~,~ ~;~.: ~eom'sald the U,S. Coast ,esgrnce~ul, said O~ay. ..The ~mp~.__ n~ s~ _c]~n___ag_d~ a_r_~•,~,_~,_e~Lr~_ ~ ! 
will  commence pvny eac.n . . . . . . . . .  mV,.~n~m.saea.roet deal of sunanmmros,ngmorocoupm. . , . . . .  l~aVOngUorO ~mpw,  .urxw. ~,uard has told the federal qm, a ..~., .,~ . ,^  a-;,,a,... ~s pr, oaueuo.n [,nroul~n c~)nxlecu.ou mace :.~.unuu.u.  
.'ru .mdeymghta~7:.30: P0ay.w,!~ --, ' - ' -*-- ,-- , -t i - - , , ' - -  and hove " Phone ~aS.S~TS or ~.SU4 (p.~) dues. pr_o.pa.no . cYcllnaors,' ~n~omnenta l  : ~otnct lon ~-'-'-'~ "%"-  "%,~7 " _~?'~.~ ~¢agway, .,qu.a.mm,, oy .me r~av~, anon .,x,m, ,uspen~m.. 
ne in Ire°mAll brld4' t.aleaonlae la ersPIIgnare' e~'"'hlgh . . . . .  frustratlon~ ~'-"~'-Ieve!. ' props. .no ma0e: end . ~-.orner, ~ --'-------Service that Amerlean." 0 , l~-O]L'~ J.~nL~eY___ I1]~1; reDorlr.~. _ . . . .  1~ihsnnaa nnn 'vnlrnn ~.n lS l '~S . , . , , , , .~ , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Se~l~e to"me c )lrrl~lllllll~l;d ~., 
.Sc .h~. !: . . . . . . . .  g~ P.._Y __, u,.,,ae ,,~e,W,~RV 3S k-ur For Rent: • Three bedroom stove. Sleeps 5. Phone &qS~,MO1 . . . . . . . .  ~ .~. , . , ,h  the spill to the Coast Gu~. d, ~ ore is then shippe~ in earlier th is  year. ~,  
InVlleo To ~niNfflo. rot i"i- - - ,~, , -  , - -  , , , - . ,  " ,-, " . . . . .  : . :.-,.., ~ mmerm~ u~, .  um~,-, . , , ,  the  Van ou • . ' ' . . . . .  . .  , . , - . _ . , , . . . . .~ . , . .  ~ .--.,n~u .,,,,,,.,,,,,~,,,,I homewlth fireplace.. Heat and. (¢.21,22,1,2) . . . . . . . .  . .~-. ~. ~..  . . . . . . . . .  ,. , _  ___ c ver .  marme . i m~.|p  ~['. IIIIUlIIIglIVH pllVlll~ , ml JdR, N I~"  ~llqP" lmW~111v link', ~,,,,.I.,,0m~a PhMo' Aqm.lO'JO " " ' • " ' navm~ &O xna n nun ~uuj- h,nffi,,, ,,,n.g-~nlim, e,i,~A I,l~e, ' 
635-7356. (CTF) - work. . , ,  - . . • t~ted  wa _teen that the ,,g~,,,M,, =.,d ,,,,mnnn,w~k ' or 635-4322 (p-1,2,3,4,5) , For Sale.. 1963 J~llbu, ~ , . _ .  . . . . . . . . .  ,~ marine emergeueies staff - I - 
Th0rnhlll Calorie Countersl ..;-"--~',.;;~'?.' - - "  . " ' - " "  ~"-  " . . . . .  ~- -- cylinder, autom'atic : tran. ..nave uwea~eneu m_sue_~m about 11p.m. Monday but no mmu~ 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhll. !' ~'Ap;I;~atlons avaliable or  ' 48. Suites for  Rent ' smlulen.. Good running ran. tee governm_en~ an~_co~-, c]eamq) ncUon was taken i [ ]  
Elementer School, 7.15p.m. O "  ' " I I 1 : dltlorl..Phone .635-9",tl23. (p. responmme Ear mc 
. v  
: -  
~ym , 2 . . . .  " " , :  -~- . . . . .  ~I'I'L 'I~I~'n~'LOi~G~E : " ~tnlmod sulfa. View at 1mS ' L ' . . . . . .  A ~  - . 1BIP, AOE ':" 
" Kanney. (~- i , )  4450LUtleAvenua U"  " "w bud"o ,  ' . . . . . . .  : 
. . . .  I IV  " ' Im4mi7 ,:: • ~ ~, 
FobSale: Girls WIM Skates size ~eonlng rooms, housekeeplr~. QuesnsWay. (p-22,1,2) . 
~- CCM S~ze S, Oowt Sizo~ 2. ". ulits, centrally locked. FulI~ : • 
Phone (4,q.SS39 (p-1,2) ' furnished. Reasonable rates b~ FoI" Sale: 1971.SefowaY l~xdA : 1 " 
~;'~ / . ' ' • day or, week. • ..Nbn.drlnkers~ mobile home. Fully skirted.. ' " " 
Phone 635.6611. ~l.ocoted at Pine Trailer Park. " - - -1TURE PEC-" ' - '~" - - 'on lY" / j=t~N~ S I'AL | c~ '  "' ~CI 'OI~[A CJP-l~'emLer average. As well, the 
~ ' - -  ' Phone ~2.,~sos (1~,~,~,4) Bi l l  Bennett  said Wed-. .  provincial national product 
has grown at  an annual rate Elyi:~ll~t a bed sofa and chairS s bedroom. : se lec t  s~ I for ~ " .day  the*Bx'LtLsh C10mnbia 
~r~n'. $299.9S. ' ' | rent: Fruog . " OldertypaShodroomtrallWfor. government, is not plannlng of five-per-cent. 
S Plecekltchonsulfo-S99.9S. ['.eluded. Phone "~0;1346 (p-' seleorrentalpurcheao..Phone a new budget afle~ a 2.4 per Pregreesive conservative 
Single dressers,from. $99.98.[ 21,22,1,2) . '. 63S '2 J '82~P '22 ' l '2 )  L' '  " . ce~t/(~s~ine i n  the gross .leader Scott Wallace 
)9" Mattressor box spring from|' . " . • • .'"-' naUenld product. Budgeted that in the face of 
' ~.9~. • . ' ~ L ' . '  ." . . . .  l2bedroom apartmenT, electric. 
Fred's Furniture Ltd. |..heM, fridge and stove..Free Must sell immematolyi 13xGe~ Benne(t . told the a recent ly -announced 
4434LakelNAve. - t' Isundryfacllltles..Nopets. $144 bedroom safowa~y..'Manor. * '  ]egJ~at~e that economic *prov~nc|al surplus, and in 
Secc)ndFi'our i ' ~| per month. 3145 River Drive Excellent condition. Must be .meaeures  takep by  his ~the,faee of record savings 
ctf) .. ~ | .Phons 635.6445 (ctf) soon. Makeusan offer. Phoho Soolal Credit govenment deposits in B.C., the 
"dm/ ' t  need  correct ion government should cut its 6~15-2715. (p-19,20,1) " 
49. Homes for Sale 
.~._~l~ -" I " , , - 
1.4; Bus ing! !  Personal.  
:~ '  ABLE. Et;nN~I'RICLT.D; '' ; 
"Qase A Ele~-frCcal Confracflng. 
! Free Estimates; Phone LI54SIk 
or;61S-1221.. (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
lot)lens. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. [ctf) 
• ~: •ABLE'ELECTRiC LTD. 
Refrlgerative Contracting and 
household repairs., Phone L15- 
51175 or L18-1231. (eft) 
Molib Rofdpndiu 
,ms0uc,e 
:? Authorized" 
sarvlca, Dopet 
Repairs to Retrlgerafors 
' Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
ic~f).,." And Ranges ,. 
E.W.I.endscaplng 
BOX 454, Terrace, B.C; 
Specializing in Lands, Tress, 
Shmbe, etc. Complete Tree 
Ca~e. Inssct & Erosion Control, 
Fe'~cldg & Contrvct. alastlpg 
.63S4ttS 
' ~1 EUOEN WOESl"E 
(c:20,21,~ "end 0f"Sept'.) 
I~. H_e!P._Wanted .... 
. • TAXI DRIVERS 
'Full time, parttime. Class X 
. .llcence and police permltl 
'required.:" Coritoct manager] 
'Terrace Taxi 1. 635-2242. (ctf) ', 
. , .  • . -  , , - . ,  
For Sale: 1 mt  for e van. " ~ " " " "  ,,a't--s for sale' ~°~/  The prentLer pointed 
~-~,'e"a~hr' 6"~-  m 63~.7~ ~ that economice ~ends in 
Neverbeenusadwlthsutl~lts.' PRIVATE SALE ON BENCH: i .~-~1~ ' -.'~. ' ~,. *the~provinCe have been 
I car rack. Phone 63.5-2909 3 year old 3 bedroom, fp l l  
before Sept. 3and 633-24,12 after . basement, carport, wall to wall ' '~" ' " ,. i " . : ~  canb'aryto those in 
Sept. 3 (p.32,1~2,3A,) ./ • carpet, beautiful quiet setting .. 4 yser old 3 bedroom SateWay. the~ .ocun.h~..: 
• ' on Dalry Ave. lOpercentRoyal' House tra l ler ."Nlcekl tchen ' "1'fie g rowtb~tn  em- 
'~or some rea! b~rgalns.ln user Bank Loan with St,000 B.C. 2nd. Ilvlngroom area, • laundry" ' ig~J~ent Is ~t as:threepper- 
women's end  .children's' Call after S p.m. 638.1472 (p -  hookupsse~'vlce.'TS'-fon~:edlot. ,~:~t emi le" ra te ,  Be~et  
.~ clothing, household .Ifoms and Furnlld~ed with oppHol~c~. For "said,  twice the i: nht lonal  
toys see the selection at the more Informetlon: phone' 635- " " 
Kltlmat Workshop at 660 w*~ 6916 after 6 p.m. ~¢-d,9,14,19,3) . 
Columbia St, at'Rlverl0dge. ~ . . . . . . .  
r 9 " tO  ' 4 i i-, week: 
days;..donetlons Welcomed. (~)  • . '. 
"39. B~eafs i &.Engine's _. 
For Sole: 16' sfml'hull rlver 
boat with 40 h,p. let drive, 
Johnson and fraller." Phone 632- 
350S (p.22,1,2,3,4) 
22'Relnell Cabin Cruiser sleeps 
six. With tandum trsi ikr,  ex- 
alienScondition,. Loaded With 
extras b~at house .kept. Full  
price S13,S00*or :nearest'offer. 
.Phone 63S.2003 offer 6p,m. (p-. 
~,1,2,3,4) " " 
" The humble in. hmnble 
p!e refers to the lesser i)a ~rts 
bt an lan~al , . . sueh as the 
hearti livm. i ~dne~,, etc..' ,, 
sev'ent)er-eent sales tax in 
'order to st imulate buying. 
Bennet said that ~tles 
taxe collections have in- 
creased this year, and that 
is an  abvious sign that 
consumers  a re '  a l ready 
'mending more money, and 
teat a reduction in the tax 
wasn't needed. 
Do I1 NOw 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
2~'• x 31P ..... 
/2,hoe, on . 3,'/5 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
oo  
. .  
o .  
6"  ~v'~°*tgage sl~°ney • . . . .  . . . .  FUW oha  J- P0S lT I0 'N  0P IEN ' ' ' - - ] i i  
MORTGAGE money . any . . . .  ~ .  j The Terrace Dally Herald I Iw an opeMng ~ ~  
amount (25 years amortlsaffeo) VANCOU'v'ER C1 ) - Pat | for  a c i rcu lat ion c lerk,  ~ ~ . ~  
let mortgage from lO percent, Brady~ presideut of the J Appl icants  shou ldhave complete knowledge of Terrace ~,* ,~.  2rid mortgage ~ frmn '1'2~ per- 
cent. Residential, Commercial,. ]ES~.Udl..Columbta" T~chers '  i a.a area, This iS~fu l l  t ime sa lary  position, ~ ~ ' ~  
Builders Interim Business __m_,~ ,h.tr__. ze_w changes ~m ApPlicants. should be neat in .aPpearance, be able to .~.~, md modern 2 bedroom up. I Loans. J.O. Phillips Capital . ,~.~, 
stairs, large kitchen and living I Corporation, 10673 KIng George take ]aeewithin the schools meet the publ ic  and  capable of manag ing  oWn t ime.  
room with Franklin flreplaca, I Highway, Surrey, B.C. VST:IX& with~lreduetionofthe cor  i Yourown t ranspor ta t ion  is necessary.  , ~ | . i i  
iurnlshod revenue sulle n Phone m~0411. (1~11,=,1,"'... C~.CU]Um pzlgram , , , ,  range ' of* company benefits '  ava i lab le .  i !i : l ; .~ 
downstairs. Lovely yard. i ' • " ~ ~ . I Exper ience wou ld  be benef ic ia l  but not mandatory ,  i :~ /  '11~ 
Phone 63S-5733 milers p.m. (P l  66. Rec ,  Veh ic les  '- Brady, spealdng in an  ! " 
i,2,4,s,6) For Sele : 20' Vonguerdmofor Tuesday, said he was i . CONTACT: 
:or~Saie: Aftraclive, modern, hence on a Ford chassis for pleased With th.ei.recenuy- m : * 'CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE . • I : 
mobile home: On a very large furth~ Info l 'mat l0n.! le  ~ announced adJununnenta to ._ I ~ ,~ , ,  LAZELL :  ' " / . I,**.~: 
mostly, londscepsd lot. 8Sx226'. 3430 (p.21,33,1,2)ili, : / . . .  '. " . . . .  ti n's ~ ~ ' " 
G01f Courss on dead and street, oriWnal core ~rriculum I '~KM " c ' ~ ' ' ~  " I 
Phone 630.1507 (c-20,21,22,1,2) . IN~.Op06al.. '~  ' ' ' . . . .  
' t 
t ! 
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1 DE, :: EATU ES  COMICS ON THE: L IGHTER SI ' 
The Wizard of Id by BrantparkerandJohnnyhart Crossword Your indMdual 
[ - -*  Horoscope ,~,..~wo w~o~ by Eugene Sheffer ~0NTH~ AND NOT A .... • ~Yt~ID ~ OF T~E ACROSS 43 -- nail 4 Provides 21 Iranian 
~ %; t~4~ ~ - ( ~ ~  J ~ ,~=~ ~ 2 ~ ~ '  " ~ ~  ~ ~  1 Tennlsstar 48Central . support for VIP 
5 High hill American 5 River duck 22 Rodent 
8 Overlook • tree 6 Bird of 23.Solar disk 
12 Measure 49 Old crone prey 24 Musical ~ Frances Draks 
-~  ~ ~ of length 50 Cry of 7 Dependence groupe - • 
sheep 51 Observed conquerors wrote of FOR THURSDAY, finances are involved. Review 
14 Indian 52 Devoured 9 Roman road him SEPTEMBER 1,1977 your ability to make necessary 
• . 15 Active game 53 Clear up 10 Se~ce tree 27 Eskers payments -- and act ac- 
. . . . . .  17 Seed (dial.) 11 Half: a 28 Aromatic' cordingly. 
Catfish by Rog Bollen 
- " - ' -  [ , .  ~H, . .  I~v' 
o o o t B~I/~l~'i~ E~A~ 
Krr ~ tsL~q, 
t,'lt,~N C~= A 
, C F t & u . ~  -- 
B.C. 
3 
I I "rHL~ c_~e~ ~;  ~ov~c>l / /~  / I 
I I A(RU~'Te..V.~AN,NC.H / , ~. , "  I .,. 
, by johnny hart 
, ~  -- . 
.-""~..""J,-'~  ~mJb.~,,~ . tm~,, ~ 
18 A fuel 
19 Spanish 
pianist 
21 Produce 
eggs 
24 To lade 
25 Headwear 
26 Good- 
. looking 
3o A p~g 
• carti 
31 Because 
32 Drink 
slowly 
33 Kind of 
clothing 
33 Split rattan 
36 Tiers 
37 Bill of fare 
33 Spanish 
seaport • 
41 Land parcel 
42 Eagerly 
excited 
I ,2  
12 
IS 
3o 
DOWN prefix 
1 Tree 16 Storage 
2 Watering compart- 
place mere 
3 Ghinese 20 Neap, for 
dynasty one 
Avg. solution time: 27 rain. 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
I 
I"1 M 
~9 2o I l l  I I  
I I  
• I I 
plant • 
29 Fencing 
sword 
31 Curse of 
cities 
34 Mythical 
monster 
35 W~a--; 
novelist 
37 Camper's 
bed 
38 Small 
29 Chills ~ 
fever 
40 Solitary 
41 Theater 
section 
44 Cereal 
grain 
45 Abbr. on 
map 
46 Doze 
47 River in 
Scotland 
9 o Jr 
Hagar the Horribl ""'° I I 
•  , ptoquJp. • 
sYQNIQ~ NSIB  NYBT YT .WJLYLW . 
TB JYST  
Yesterday's Cryptsquip--COLORFUL PLACEBOS OFTEN 
• ROUT SUGGESTIBLE PATIENT'S ILIX 
Boner's Ark 
.... ~ ~ ! ~' 
~.u ~,TE ~,  ~ You R~ ,Y..~,,T. 
Doonesbury 
. .by Addison 
by Garry Trudeau,  
m 
V N~/S," }~, t/R.ZO. 
P/~MM/ON. 1'M ~ f-~oNP 
~, /,fAY I tE/.P OF "50N OF 
• YOV? /~,vo~o/~/o 
~ ?J, I I ;  . L . . .  ee ,~.  " 
~'~" tgOfM~NT. //~ SAID I 
- . - - - -~ \ ~e ~O O~ TO ~ l 
,;~.'HII \ ~....A~O~.~, ' 
bTUNN~O .#eN I fOUND 
\ AINA~SAI~6OmMO~- 
\ N/t~,YOU/OVOOJ?Z~O~ 
he Amazing SPIDE R-MAN* 
~Y 1977 K ing Features  Synd icate ,  Inc .  
Today's Cryptoqnip clue: L equals N 
The-Cryptoqnip is a simple substitution cipher in v~hich each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters; short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by 1he Chlc~0o Tdbune.N.Y.New8 S~nd. Inc. 
Communicat ion Lines 
• Seriously Jammed 
DEAR A~BY: Fee been married • for 18 years, and i'm 
ashamod to have my wife meet my business associatoe or 
customers. 
She has her hair cut very short--just like a man, and 
she never wears any makeup. She hasn't worn a dress in 
two years. She always wears pantsuits. • ' 
When I ask her to try to look more feminine :and let her 
hair grow, ehe gets angry and asks me why I married her. 
Woll, Abby, She didn't look like that when I married her. 
She had pretty long hair, and she. dressed like a girl. She 
says it's easiur to wear her hair short, and she doesn't care 
what anybody thinks. Well I care. 
She can well afford to go to the beauty parlor once a 
week, b~t she says it's too much trouble. If it weren'~ for 
the two kids, I'd leave her now. But I11 stay a few more 
years until the kids go off to college. That is, unless you can 
come up with some ideas to get her to change. 
• STUCK IN FLORIDA 
ARIES  
(Mar .  21 to Apr. 20) /V~" '~ 
' Mixed Influences. Look 
deeply into all altastio~ before 
sctin~ Surface appearances 
could be misleading. 
T~URUS t ~  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
A financial truncation could 
be ~ profltoble,~bet .|mre 
you are aware of all the angles 
before you sign on the dotted 
line. Travel plans also favored. 
(May ~ to June 21) 
Mercury extremely generous. 
Especially favored: all those in 
the writing and Journalistic 
fields; advertising and 
promotional interests; com- 
mueleations d every t~1~. 
CdHCl~t ,b, ....~ 
(June 22 to July 23) ~O#V~..~ 
Be sure of the logic of your 
statements a~d decisions. 
Recognize a bright idea -- your 
own or another's --and put into 
action whichever Seems most 
~!~O~ to succeed. 
 to 23) 
' pUcatl~ not easily unravelled. 
Yet,. by dlligeut process, you 
will be able to rack up more 
f~fiO~ fair results. 
(A~..  to sept. 23) ~u~ 
Some Job procedures may be 
revised. You may not com- 
pletely understand at first, but 
go along with the changes as 
best you can and you'll find that 
they work out Very well. 
No-day for a shy violet. Let 
others know you have 
sun~tMng "of value to offer. 
What has seemed out of reach in 
closer than you may imagine. 
scomo 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Nora good day in which to 
commit yourself to a long-range 
sAGrrrARiUS ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Avoid tendencies toward 
overindulgence and con- 
trariness. You can accomplish 
much ff coOperative, and ff you 
refuse to let frivolity interfere 
with necessary obligations. 
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. ~0) 
Sanme good luck in bnsinem 
interests indicated. This wilt, 
therefore, be on excellent 
period in which to evaluate your 
progress as of now and make 
new plans,  for  the future.  
AQUARIUS 
• <J.. = to Feb. 
What you feel is a certainty 
: could be more ~ an illusion, so 
take a second look. Better to 
change plans now, if necessary, 
than to be sorry later. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Stress self-control AND self- 
reliance. Don't count too mueb 
on the cooperation of othem. 
Plan a workable program, and 
make. all commitments 
judiciously. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with great in- 
dependence, a spirit of m- 
terprine and are exirems!y 
ambitious. Once you have 
undertaken a project, you wm 
see it tiwough, no matter how 
great the obstacles. You m 
gregarious ofnature, unu~dly  
versatile, with a strong affinity 
for science., There are ma~ 
other fields in which you couM 
excel, however-- especially tim 
law, Journalism, politics, 
medicine, education, finance r 
publishing. With the proimr 
education, of course, you should 
reach top levels of attainment, 
no matter which career you 
choose. Birthdate of: Walt~ 
Reuther, Amer. labor leader. 
I |  
'DEAR STUCK: Your marriage is suffering from a 
serious communicaUon gap. It's more than her mannish 
haircut and suits. She doesn't give a hoot what you think. 
Meanwhile, you are secretly plotting to leave her. 
Level with her about your feelings, and please consider 
counseling if you want your marriage to survive. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm sure we've all been bored by people 
who are in'the habit Of telling long, drawn;out stories that 
are usually pointless and seem endless. 
May I share a wonderful suggestion given to me by a 
very wise friend? 
To test the interest of your audience, if somsone 
interrupts youin the middle'of a story and no one says, 
.... ...anti then what happened," shut upl 
I've tried it many times over the years, and I must 
admit, I have had to shut up a lot. 
• OLDER AND WISER 
• DEAR WISER~ Thanks for a valuable suggestion. And 
in that connectiont ff you hear yourself saying, "...so, to 
make a long story short," it's too late already. 
DEAR ABBY: I am 16 and nO raving beauty, l~ut I am 
not ugly, eith~er. I was over at my" girlfriend's house one 
night and she called up a boy I like. (III call him "D.") She 
asked him what he thought of me, and he "didn't come right 
out and say he LIKED me, but he didn't say l~e HATED 
me, either. (I was listening in on the other phone.} 
• I was going to ask '~" to our club dance, but now I'm not 
sure. He has never asked me out, but whenever we were 
accidentally thrown together, he acted like he sort of liked 
me. I am all confused. What should I do? 
' UNDECIDED 
• DEAR UNDECIDED: Forget "D" and ask a boy who' 
has asked you out. And ffyou want o be well.liked by both 
boys and gfrls, don't be a party to calling up boys. And 
NEVER listen in on the other phone. It's dishonest and 
ddldlsh. 
9 66 ,,  FOr Abby s booklet, How to Have o Lovely Wedding, 
'send $I to Abfg-II Van Baron, 132 Lasky Dr'., Beverly Hills, 
CLIff; 90212. Please nclose nlong, self.addressed, stamped 
Ir.4~! enve lope .  , .-' . 
~~YOU r'AN ~/  WOLBVCE! 
'~  '~11 . ~. ~NI~I I  ~ ~  
TERRACE. • 
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TERRACE NEWS 
,. 
No. ~ " 
, :  fl 
+o~ . . . . . . .  ' . .M. , ,~o II 
• stoT 8Paine6 • • • , . 
Tom ~ ha '~ ao~sl)ind a position I veiled ove~ a lot of road., hath old and / 
, i. oml~nt  haok:keeper In G+re. Little new. It Meueh &tr ip  as this that Is i 
• & Co.'s omee audwm o0mmenee'.blslsulng to help tids part o~ .the-' pro I 
dOflee the ,firet 6f ; t l~ week. I~tW'[vlnee get ~e  kind of roads it IS en. 
fence Orelg" wll~,~..he~ been 'filling the[title d to. The mor~ peopin that can 
1mint ot the. + I~ few. mo n ' l~  In'some.[set out by ear  the  n~on, the de~ 
to sa+m~,  to.amad +m~p~,  ]and wiu .be amompu~,  
. .  ::~,,.,'.~.~ .~• • . , , . ,  . ,- • ~ . . 
It was a JoU~lmrty. that le~t towel. ,There wns a+ goo~'thre out of rote 
on Monds~ ev .e~ug 'when the Boylpayere at the toegrporetton, meetin~ 
,m.+,,u, , , . ,de,~m+m,~+ As,m:,lUe. , -the o. w. v .+.  ~u u,~ ~h~ 
I i~t ' .~  m .ster..Rev- - .Ro++hl~, . le~ The ,.subJe~. in hey a l ive one. A 
tor ~ ~m *h~ the~ ~+m ,~t. ~ re~o~ .m be giv,en nat  we~ 
In.a ,w~l~'~ camp. .  , lSeout.  ~ • " ;.'.:... ,, - - .: ". ' • . 
xu~ he.vexed t~  +or, to,the , .ha ,  ~, . . -  mmm.a  re~t  t~ 
aud: amist~l..In ~ mem. mtabtlsh- reee' last ~ a t~r a vex~, 
ed before ~. . . to .  town~ . holldey spent w i th te l  at/yes m ~-  
.land. He say~ they ~.pve  h~ a 
" : '"NOTIOE • very flne.thne, but.he Is "a Caandinn 
and was~gia~ to g~t ha~ek'to Norihem 
Mrs. f ie ldedand'two dsnghtem e! 
Prince Rupert are gureto at  the homo 
on aooUasUon+ MRS. R. H~' .  
)Box 1,1.0, TeWaeo.. 
,5  Wedne~t~ of thts week to. 
"Lake. Between thirty-five'and fori,V 
lmpllYthldng..~avantnge o~ the .outtof 
A good sho~er had laid thedast and 
~len ,~ ldS~mm and w~e am~t, 
ed b~: ~.  ~obSmon, who IS In camp 
at tl~e loke with the Boy f~out~ 
~as S happy eeneluslon'~..~e sum- 
,~" holJ~3~ .. : , :  .. ' " 
"W~ ~le  ~oore, ante .x .'l.~Ined • 
zumber of her friends at  dinnas .on 
Menday  eVenh~: ;  ~L  ~ a P tm"  
. . •+ ~ J  
Hr.' arid Mr& G. Murray of Prithee 
Rupert tq~.t ~ weekend at the Ter- 
rare hotel. 
S. Larkerley of Port E~in~on w.a, 
u vlm~vr ln.towu ~n ~oudsy. ".. 
',Mlss'.Nora I~caeman entertained the. 
memb~e "of', ~e, I~eket ba l l  team and 
a tew,'frl~, ds on ~ueed~y "emm~ In 
~'onor:ot- Idisa Oledy~'KenneY who Is 
going tO.  attend school In .:Prince Ru- 
pee '+"  ~e oxounm, peopte haa 'a Jol~ 
. M~lk .I~' (~rlmn of C~larvain wae 'a  
~-Ua~o~ '-.~wa:ZUru~ ~uewso~.' ' 
, ' :. ~."  , . . . .2 , . . . .  • • , 
. ~ I'. 1;~.0n ~rho ha ~ ~ t  the'Uult 
" " " .month.at ha~ home In Daneen, ~8. C,. 
• ~ to,T~raee ~on~.  ; "  
the tau"~'it:~o+:+.n~t+n on ~UX+ 
I I I-- '  -+ ' .  Y+ - - '=-~-  . . , . . . . .  ++II ~ SdlinasfremPrlnce Rupert for Vancouver aml . + . .  
111 ; .  ~bHel 'and paHzer.l~l; Commril~ '~ '~"~| I~, ' I~  ;^,~,o----.+ 8e-temSerm- 10and17 L " 
fl m+ on' me m~ A~ +or m+~ d~ml l  , I IK I~ IE I i~+ . . . . . . .  +" + " - , _ .  • a 
II m.tlse uppe,.r Cropper. They had ree l |  ~ ,  mr  mo.~ ~_~+ _s~.m..q~m. ~..ct~:..tot~.~.m~- . l.~ 
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Bill 
The boys 
came 
THIS is being written from a 
hospital bed, where ! am in 
:faction and under heavy 
sedation. Don't worry, i 
wasn't in a o r  crash. I just 
had a five.day visit from by 
grandboys. 
+ it seems that my daughter 
was moving and it was going 
• to be awfully difficult with 
the boys underfoot and it was 
a great chance for Oran and 
Grandad to really have a 
good visit with their favorite 
people untrammeled by the 
interventions ofparents. 
What can you say? 
"Sorry, but we like to play 
golf in the afternoon, spend a 
quiet evening, and get up 
when we feel like it in the 
morning, during holidays"? 
Of course you can't. You 
burble sometin8 like: "No 
problem, dear. We'd love to 
have them. It'll be a real 
treat." And then you hang 
up the phone, look at your 
better half, and mutter 
mournfully, "Good Gawd, 
the kids arc coming." 
They came, they saW, they 
conquered. And that's why 
I'm writing from hospital. 
As soon as I get out of 
traction, they're moving me, 
permanently, to a place 
called Autumn Daze, a home 
for chronic grandfathers to 
eke out their last few months, 
exchanging senile horror 
stories about grandchildren. 
Oh well, it may not be so 
bad. My wife says sh-.'ll 
come and vistt me regularly, 
except during the golf, 
skiing, fall and sewing 
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seasons. That means once in 
March and once in 
November. She promised'to . 
bring me a drink on each 
occasion, because my ncrv~ 
are shot to hell, too. But 
that's a long time between 
mickeys. 
It isn't that my grandsons 
are bad kids. They're not. 
It's just that they are three 
and a half and one and a half 
years old, and their favorite 
sport, indoors and out, is 
tormenting the living 
daylights out of each other. 
First few days weren't bad 
The Old Lady has a way with 
them. She can change a 
diaper on one and carry on 
an incredibly complicated 
conversation with the other 
without getting a hair out of 
place. She can sit at the 
sewing machine, with one on 
each knee, and actually sew, 
as they try to  poke their 
fingers under the needle. 
When she's cooking, she 
plops them up on the counter 
beside the stove, where the 
older one asks 84 questions, 
all beginning with "why," 
and the little one opens the 
cupboard doors and bangs 
his eye on them and shrieks. 
During this period, my 
role was a fairly passive one. 
All I had to do was get them 
their breakfast. Nothing to 
that. ! give them each a can 
of yoghurt and half a 
banana. For dessert, i open a. 
can of peaches and get the ice 
cream out. 
it may not "be your' 
standard, unimaginative, 
cereal breakfast, but the bo~/s 
go for it and seem to thrive 
on it. 
And then, of course, when 
they've finished breakfast 
and are in a great mood, 
there's not much for me to 
do. Except "let them play 
ai'ound, on, and over me, 
break up eight fights over 
whose ball or shovel it is, and 
serve as a trampoline when 
they line up at the far end o 
the living room, run as hart 
as they can, and hu: 
themselves head-first in t  
Grandad's lap, almost ir 
variably knocking heads 
together, with subsequent 
recriminations, howling, and 
both of+them on my knees 
being comforted. 
But before yo u know it, 
lunch is over and it's nap 
time. No. 2 goes down 
happily with a bottle. No. 1 
requires ix stories. If ! read 
the one about Flicka, Ricka 
and Dicka one more time, Vii 
go out of what is left of my 
mind. 
But it works. Hc gets 
groggy. Just as he's drifting 
off, No. 2 hurls the bottle out 
of his crib, leaps up, rattles 
has picked up hose and 
gleefully squirts Grandad. 
Grandad yells again, 
unpfintably. Younger drops 
hose and runs, square into 
square corner of picnic table.. 
Great welt on forehead. Oran 
will be furious with Grandad 
for not watching boys 
properly. 
Those were the good days. 
• Came Tuesday, and Gran 
was committed tn a golf 
tonrnament. Dubiously. 
"At~ you sure you can 
cope?" 
"Who me? Course 1 can 
cope. No sweat. ! can handle 
these two with one head tied 
behind my back." 
"Well, maybe ... but ..." 
"Gawn, away wid yez. 
it'll be child's play." 
And it Was. Six hours of it. 
'During which: eight fights 
were broken up; the boys ate 
'all four of the chicken legs 
I'd prepared for the three of 
us; we went shopping'and I 
lost one for ¢50 panic-filled 
seconds in the maze of the 
supermarket; he Younger 
discovered how to unfasten 
the buckle of the seat.belt; 
the Older started yelling for 
his Mommy when I smacked 
his ass for clobbering his 
little brother with a ping 
pong bat, which for some 
reason unknown to man or 
God, hc had found behind 
+the car seat. 
My daughter walked in 
with a cheery "Hi, Dadl" 
and found me on the phone 
trying to call the police" 
department, the fire 
department, anybody. 
She looked at me, shook 
her head, took the phone 
from my shaking fingers, 
and called an ambulance. 
the bars, yells for action and 
both are wide awake ready 
for More Fun And Games 
With Grandad. 
A f ternoons  in the 
backyard are comparatively 
peaceful, except for one 
thing. For some misguided 
reason, I have only one lawn 
hose. Did you ever see two 
boys with only one hose 
between them? Older is 
stronger. He wrests hose 
from Younger and squirts 
him with ice-cold water. 
YoCmger bellows, runs to 
Grandad, soaking from head 
to foot, and jumps up to be 
loved and petted. 
Older forgets hose and 
starts to climb gate. Orandad 
veils. Meantime, Younger 
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Saponay 
Syndrome 
MONTREAL <CP)  - -  One in 
40 Quebecers from the 
Saguenay-Lake St: Jean region 
may carry a gene which ean~ 
lead to a syndrome' causing 
retardation, brain malfor- 
mation and partial paralysis, 
says a Montreal neurogeneticist 
who, along with her husband, 
made the discovery. 
Dr. Eva  Andermann, 
speaking Wednesday. at the 
Fifth International Conference 
of Birth Defects. said al l  the 
car r ie rs  a re  ~ probab ly  
descendants of a couple from 
France who married in Quebec 
City in 1657. 
A high incidence of the 
syndrome-known medically as 
agenisis of the corpus caliosum 
with sensor imotor  
neuron6pathy--was revealed in 
1975 by Dr. Anderma[m and her 
neurologist husband while they 
were on a holiday in th~ 
Sague~yLake St.Jean region. 
Most known victims of the 
syndrome live in a trlangulai' 
area bounded by the SaBuenay 
River, (Nebec City and Lake St~ 
Jean. Most of the area is within 
the provincial riding of 
Ciarlevoix. 
As peopte move from the 
Saguenay.Lake St. Jean region, 
chances of the disease ap- 
pearing decreeLse considerably, 
since both parents must be 
carriers of the d.efective gone to 
produce adiseased child. 
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,,Workl Ojp ol Tack & Iqld R 
NIC 'N Idc 
MANY FACES OP V,1LliUR 
ROOM ~n 
CHOPPER ONE 
flREHOUSIE 
MARY TYLER MOORE 
CHICO AND THE MAN 
• WESTERH CONCERTS 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30  
9:00 
-qreuldn- 
GUIglN8 LlOIfl" " 
ALL IN THIE FAMILY 
ALAN HN~EL SHOW MATCH 
OiNAHI 
~UlOTHER W0RLD 
SlL41N~ SlltlmT 
THE UJCY SHOW 
MISTER ROUER 
ELECTRIC COMIPNfY 
HEWS H~R.•  
MAmmGLImRIm 
m" ~m I , 
STARSON ICE ' ~ ,  , - IO~ " 
] W~ULHI I~  ~nEEK 
ROCKFORD Fl ies IWksI'eRPIL'CE THEATRB • 
'QUINCY 
THE HARDY BOYS 
i~  couNsms ~i  SUN 
SOUTH FROM ALASKA FOUCE STORY 
~Ns 
~i  TuNimrr s~w 
THE NATIONAl. 
HIGHT FINAL 
SURVIVORS ~ 
THE GREAT D~ECTIVES 
,Sl~i cxqf NEWS 
9:30 
10:00 
10:3Q 
!1:00 
11:30- 
12:00 
c Iv  NEW 
NEWS HOUR FINN. 
, m l e w  
.FOIm~L SAGA 
m.~x~va 
I I 11 .E  SIMHA~MCS 
"Value Drover 
i 
~mm OFp 
% 
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2 
MINERS BASEBALL 
NBC MAJOR LEAGUEI  . 
_BASEBALL  
TInS ~g iN Ibumwj .  
SAIIMDAY MOVIE | 
/ "4o . -  
iPlSltlN~ WiTH MARTIN. 
~ GREAT AMER. 
! su~vm.  
k .ew~/,,w~ 
: ,ANIMM. WORLD 
d . 
,? :5:.i .THE OONG SHOW 
., ~.;~i EMERGENCY 
:"~!~' ~ WEEKEND 
• ':; SSTARM~VlE 
y..  
: i?:i. 
Brain 
,,,, 3&6 ,:oo - 4 L drain 
KIDOIm @N I ~  . I I~  . . . .  .~  
C IRCUS S~JARE 9 :30  KIDSllJl:F NEW YORK"  {,6.]:)) - -  'A  
10:00 m8 ~.t~ ~mm.e , steady H-year decline in U.S. 
mWWN PAPm~ nAO 10:30 LET'S eO alnoP college board scores was 
SA,~m_~A__YMOMNIN~ . 11:00 McOOWN~I&CO.  ~ N ~ t S  blamnd todayon national 
m.mm,!  ' 11: 30 show mz s ~  s in=f ,  traumas such as the Vietnam 
war and Watergate, lower 
st l lmoaY Ma~N~l 12:00 . ~ educational standards and the 
"~mmmn ~m" 12:30 ore, ms  vo ~ increasing number of 
1:00 MO~ V~RI.O OF smm ~L ~UNlnNO minority, poor and "infeHoi 
1:30 UU,~; ,YO~DYOU students taking the test- 
CONF~Om~AI~ONC~, 2:00 ,PRiNCSOPWALmS'r~RS ~ . - - -  A special 21.member com- 
~No mm.n 2:30 Yen8 wom.o op sPoa~ pmmm rasp mittee, •headed by former 
3:00 ~ s'r~J~ wmmrum " ~ ; iqbar secretaryWiliurd Wirts,- 
' 3 :  30 " ll0~mL4T also b lamed television and the. 
~qmmm~¢t~ 4:00 OttM~OmNJP TImNJS . Rmm UN~ divorce rate in its report on 
' the results of a two*year 
~mJmW ~AK~ 4:30 * "' ' ' study. 
SPACkleD ! 5 : 0 0  MEDFIHRIHOW ~,. NOVA Since 1963,. the average 
5:30 COUNTHY WAY score "in the. scholastic 
• SATURDAY EVENING 6:00 : NEWS HOUR. nOCtt SHOWCASES aptitude test verbal section 
I,~,~ " has dropped 49 points, to 429 
M~L4N 6:30 CUNNeC~0N . . . .  from 478. Mathematics cores 
om'ooo~ Ism~moN 7:00 ~ " g~ " declined 32 points, to 470 from 
• ANO~ mLJUm~ 7:30 ' once m, mt A C~C 502. .  
HAP~ PAW" "8 :00  ACAmUPP.RI~U4tNCE . ~OEHOt~e PLAYNOUU' Scores range from 200 to 
SATURDAY N IGHT 8 :30  . ~ l .q~ Run"  EVENING AT PO~S -~), The 2~.hour test is giver 
MOVIES. ' ' ' by ~. the,. College. Entrance 
,'ram Chrk,.m ,4mrm" 9:00 Examination Board to about 
9:30 .m~m~vc i Ju :m one million high school 
10:00 students a year as ~t tool for 
KI~ (D~ KI~I$IN~I10N 10:3(I THe ~MAZmO KRmmN " m N ~  ~ colleges trying • to gauge 
THE NaTiuN~ II :00 cry NBm ~,--m O~ w.~ T~r ~ 'future'academic su cess .....
--'i~he "decade of- distrac-. 
NJmn" mNm.. I I  :30 NEY,$ HOUR FINAL . On" tion ~' cdused by ~anr ~ 
S~TtmDAY OOUm.E  12 :00  ' ' - assassination, riots 
m'rtme: v~ t~m mow political corruption "probaMy T lmq ~-,--" • • . 
~ ' - "  ' "t,q~mr m m~m ~ made quite a difference" in 
" "the motivat ion of.young 
people. 
Solar power surges-petroleum poops 
% 
As the end of the Petroleum cleaner air, purer water, homes from coast o coast. A prairies, in isolated northern. 
Age looms electrical power quieter cities, yet all the few western cities pipe hot ~,,lll~...mzdintheMaritimes~ 
and renewable energy comforts'and technology ou water for heating and "Some Maritimes electricity '
resources will assume new could desire, fueled with washing direct from the surges from the daily ebb and 
importance. .' i nexhaust ib le  energy ,  bowels of the earth. Fleets of flow of Fundy t ides.  
Imagine a Canada unlike .Sunlight trapped in. rooftop windmills help light houses Elsewhere, it comes from 
any you have known: with panels heats factories and and run appliances on the -tradit ional hydro, from 
2 3&6. 4 9 
',. * : , b k E M V S w ~  ' " . " *T*S ~mjrreN . 9:00 ~&uzcs . . . .  s ~  memr 
- .~.OAROENING WITH E9.  ~ '=="  WILD KINGDOM 9:30 "1 ERNESTANGLEy~ 
":' ~HUME .. U TYME GOSPEL HR. 10 :00  ORAL ROBERTS " i ~ E ~ "  L " , . , " " • ;, , HOTFUO~ ~ 
~_RD__amf KIDS 10 :30  DAY QF DISCOVERY . ~ . . . .  
~ WlUXJ.FE IN. CRISIS MEETING PLACE - .  11:00 :iTIS WRITI*EN S ~  STREET ' 
I |  
1.mCPL~mm 11:30 " eJ~RNeRxeu .~v~smc~r: 
• .;: ;I~tStmEUNM~qT~ JOUmmL 12:00 ooooNISw$; ' I' ~ l~ lsTH l l r r  
SUNDAY MOVIES ~ .. • ALIVE i 12:30 AGAPE 
i i " " 
'~ . t ' l lw$1mYml~Om" MUSICTOSEE ~ 1 :00  TERRY WINTERS ' .WASHINGTON wEEK IN: 
, ns~.~W.  
' ' • ~ CrRY CANADA 1.-'30 ST~l~l~ lll(~J~ " ~ALLSTREETeWS~EK i I 
/ . cac  ACCESS 2 :00  ,.GREAT P l l ~ "  
SUNDAY NOVIIS T TRACK AND FIELID, 2:30 SUNa~Y THIS~nm: 
.;:..,,ASumn~Pm~, .. 3 :00 , ,~k 's~re"  ,-. m~,mNOUNC~O 
~ L . ' . . 3:30 
,.. 4 :00 HeoSr~Oe~LER 
:' 10~H-,Vat.n¢OUN~Y. , 4 :30 oum'no~P~Rmo, " ' ' :Om~ANSOCCU. 
' MEET 11~E pom:c " : ~ '00  " li.ASlrOFI1/ISIMI.D . 
.i. NEw¢|=~VICE " , REACH FOR rHS mP $ :30 KmTH ~ . ,. ~ i~ s~;,~e 
~' NK NEWS DISNEY " 6 :00  NEWSHOUR 
': ,sr,x ram(  6:30 OU~TOL¢Ot;~NT. "win J, ink,, - 
'W)RLD OF mSN.EY . THIS aF .ACt I~RS 7:00 4 'MILLION DOLLAR MAN' - -  ' 
L ' ' ~ "  ~ ~U ~ 7:30 - ;M/UDE INK4 J i J PORNIA  
SUNDAYMYSTERVM0VlIE ,IMN)ISS OF CANADA - 8 :00  ~.~.~k~if~l  Pm~iICOAT * -EVINiNGATFOPS " ' -. • . - 
"'i ~T l t l  Bye-Bye Sky.High 8:30 , . • 
" ;NI ICW~ISOPTHBVm~. , , u ~  9:30 ~ .., 
~;,~Rm¢lsOr/Povmm 11~ ,St~DAY POPS ¢0N¢ISffI'. ' IO:00 THE HUM~ JOURNEY :SHADE$ OF OREENE 
!.:."n~.~ s~rv 0~ ~ ~ spy 10:3 9 , • 
" ;,i:NL~m,~,m~....,~._ THIS|~.'nuNAt, . I1:'00 , c rv lws  , . :  , i .~vl MOVie ,,,m.Om.vmv,, 
: ,; ..... M~sr  RMAL L I 1:30 NEmHOU~, FINAL " "i'.SUl~V NIOIn' NIIE~ , 
;; ~ $ ~ ~ l :  . 1 SUNDAY MYSTERY .W~V!B.. 12:00 , xM ~m show . : " : *min is  XlOHUm.m 
~'S*mmls" '. . '. q41ome M S ~  ' . . "W.t/.S~" . ' :, ~ ~ ~ ~ 1411. 
V' I  i 
• ,.;:;>- .' -. " ~.0' .l~mlV' "" 
i 
prudent use of coal and 
nuclear power or, in  some 
cities, from the burning of 
garbage. Manyautomobiles 
and aircraft use nonpolluting 
~ydrogen. Some commuters 
hum to work in electric ars 
powered with compact 
re chargeable batteries ; 
others fuel' up with non- 
polluting methanol derived 
from forest wastes. 
All this is. possible;, and 
parts of it are closer than you 
think."For 'the 'end of the: 
Petroleum Age is in sight. Oil' 
is dwindling, ngas is running 
low. and bath are becoming 
very expensive. Petroleum 
may provide more than half 
our energy ~esds nor the next 
!5 to .20 years, but we mus~ 
.soon start husbanding it for 
• such necessities as petro- 
chemicals, aviation fuel and 
agriculture.. How will we live 
without oil? 
In part, by placing a 
heavier reliance on elec- 
tricity, which will take a.. 
variety, of forms "such. as 
water, wind, coal. Other. 
renewable resources include 
solar power; biomass whic)i 
includes everything thzit 
grows,  as well. as hum~'  
an imal ,  agr icul tural  and  
forest residues; geothermal  
energy, several fo rms of heat, 
including steav 9 .rese~0irs 
and hotwater d'eposits .from. 
deep in the earth; hydrogen to.  
hlel cars and aircraft; and/ 
, garbage .  - . . . .  
We have in Canada, as 
physicist Amory Lovim. 
points out, a unique,.op!. 
portunity to build an energy- 
efficient nation !'opemti~ =. 
not on its energy, eapltal b0t- -~ 
l~s energy incdme; tmlng 
natural.energy flo~. thqti .wUI,.. 
alwaySbe there,"" . ..... .. 
~.VROM Tm~ mz~mz,  s 
DIGEST 
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0reature$ 
of the 
deep 
By J. C. GRAHAM 
CP Correspondent 
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP) - -  
Scientists ore exchanging 
theories aba.m the eatehlng of 
an allegedly prehistoric 
• .creature off the coast of New' 
Zealand. 
Some of t h e ~  ocean 
delXhs) lie ~ trenches near 
New Zealaad and even limited 
soimtifle efforts to ~.umb 
these depths have ireduced 
some strange finds. 
Greatly inereaned com- 
mercial fishing of waters off 
the New Zealand coast In. 
recent ~,ears,-mainiy by 
Japane~d craft, have also 
brought" reports of the 
slghting, of grotesque sea 
mon~em. : 
RecesUy.-a Japanese tra- 
wler fishing in deep waters, 
hauled in a huge decomposing, 
mass of flesh. The material 
was tmpleasant .and smelly, 
but f l l e ' c~ thought i un~ke 
anything that had been ~ught 
before. 
Acoordin~ly, • ldmtoiP'aph~_ ~ 
were taken before the, 
creature .was" ~wn.  back 
into the sea, 
E~s~ninaUon of the photo- 
. grephs by  a Yokahama 
Unlvemlty professor brought 
a cldim that the creature was 
probably, a plesiosaar, a 
species that lived more than 
70 million years ago and was 
thou4~,t, to be extinct. 
CLAIM CHALLENGED 
, The claim has been ehal- 
leuged by other scientists. In 
Australia a rmherks expert 
declared that the Japanese 
had caught a decomposing 
whale or shark, which had 
I~en attacked by other fish. 
• What appeared to be fins or 
flippers.was simply sheets of  
freshtorn loose in the atta- 
ck. 
A Scottish .zoologist 
prednced a rival theory that. 
the creature was a Hooker's 
sea lion. He ~ids.plesiosaurs 
could not l i v '~ cold deep 
waters such as those where - 
the remains were .foun- 
d. 
Japanese universities are 
not convinced, however, that 
the find was semethinR do 
mundane. Tokyo Umve~y.  
has asked the trawler to make, 
a new search in the area and 
try to recover the monster for_ 
further-~tudy. 
Two of.~ Japan's leading 
newspapers ,  ¥or~iur i  
Shimbun and Asahi'Shimbun, 
"have sent: reporters to New 
.Zealand .on a mon~Ier, quest. 
They .are trying to arrange 
hell~pter t r l~ "to find the 
trawler, . which lsstill fishing 
somewhere off the .west coast 
of. New Zealknd. 
.Meanwhile New Zealand 
Herald, :.in an editorial, . 
suggests that there is" 
something 'fishy about the 
whole affair; The Japanese, it
.point~out; are negotiating for 
- finhbig ~ in New Zea land , -  
waters i following the 
declaration of  a 200-mile 
economic., zone  off the 
coasts. .~ . • - 
" The ,~:~dltorlal. wonders 
wl/etli~:* the,; Japanese .  :a re  ' 
. offerlng::~i New : Zealand :k" ' 
ready-made ::new " tourist '  
a~a~t|o~:~ sea masters in 
return~er.~'flshing rights. A' '  
.4617 Lazelle; Terrace 
• i,SXT~OSm~s~as.suns) ~!3S-7006 
Houra :  10a .m. -S :30p .m.Mon. to  Sat, 
Open till 9 p.m. on Friday 
- For Teaohers 
TEACHING PICTURES SETS 
.. Dramatic, Ilfellka original pictures printed " 
in full color on heavy stock to help you 
stimulate end Involve young minds. 
MMerlalls correlate readily with' unHI in " : 
SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIENCE, HEALTH, 
VALUES & GUIDANCE.- ~. 
HOME i coMMuHITY  HELPERS.  
HEALTH ,~ND CLEANLINESS 
MOODS & EMOTIONS 
I I I I I I I I 
JIM'S TACKLE SHOP 
4T20 Hwy. 16 East 
Quality Fresh and Salt Water .Fishing Tackle 
"Hardy- Fenwick - Ambassadeur - Algonquin 
Quick 1.Rich make" 
Fly Tying & Rod Building Supplies 
Souvenirs & Local Crafts 
~,~lur prices are fair 
, Shop & Compare 
635-947i 
_~.  . . l i i  I " i " . " " l r  
2 
THEATRE 
  SSES 
s~rn.m TODAY . 
.w~ee~.. oF. r-o~n~e. 
i'lrs AHYBODYS OUESS ' 
I FaR-'me s ' r~ 
,cH!cO & 1HE MAN 
~ 1 ~ ~R U~ 
THIm 
.ANOTHER ~ .  : 
Hidden somewhere in the ads 
in the entertainment section 
are two Terrace phone numbers. 
nd them, • and if one is yoursy.ou've won, 
~.~ Pick up your  t i ckets  at  ;the Hera ld  off ice, _ ~.~.K~ur~St. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, .  i I Ti -Twin 147gO   else 638"8111i 
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
I~t'14 '- . I  '" I. 
Sept 7-10 
MATINEE 
hoe for your lifo 0hadie ~ Bran 
7 & e P.M:  N IGHTL~"  
P,M, ONLY  ON SUND~A~ 
s . .  
Sept 4-6 Rue  for ;our Me Ghadio~Brown 
Sept 7-10 
3&6 4 9 
;. _ ,~w,nm-noa~ .. 
• :w~s ~o,  
~m~~Id~.~- i  
~ R ~ i ~ - ,  • 
:.)~__~HA~DY-. : 
'~ I :  . 
" ~  ~ I ~  " 
' A I~H. . . . IS~ ' " .  
" : ~ ' . W ~ U . O  
• THELUCYSHOW .~ 
.~mINU.Y .mAv~r .  
; . ~  
MP..  ORE ISUP " 
I 
, . smu~ s 'm! In"  • 
'I ... ~" . 
;SUMMER ";7 ~ , . . .  
,CBC HEWS . 
CFL ROOTBALJ. 
I 
9:00 
9:30 
"10:00 
10:30 
11:.00 
.CPL POOIllALL 
U.S. OINN 11Hq!  
11:30 
13:00 
13:30 
1:00 
I;30 
3:00 
2:30 .  
~ I  I ~ | l  . • ~ " 
i 
1 
• " " 'Au. iN ~14EP~AVL~ " 
NEWSERVICE. 
NK  HIOHTLY NEWS 
'SEATTLE . .  TONIGHT, - -  
TONITE 
";r+H-I ' HOL i .YWOOD,.  
.SQUARES 
LAUGH.IN " 
, ,  : . ' . .  
. ,  : :  , . 
, , .  . .  
~,~i ,  , : 
T,~z, = ,  ........ . . 
i q "  " 
I I 
tAnNAI~'JONII- . 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00'  
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 , 
7:00 
7:30 ,- 
8:00  ' , R H O ~  , 
M~utY T~.R MOOm 
--run--mum !~ • , • 
ALL. ON 11Hi V_ A~._L_Y ' 
~ I IMMAO~NI !  
'l" lO]  
• ,~ I I~- ,  " , • "" ', I I ,H ,  
:,m00n-iqNAI~ ~: '._~ , :  ~ -,", "': ~ I I  :30 
( tWnOAC0L~C ' ':!~I 13:00 ' 
.. "• , . " - . • , i- , '1 . 
I . , '  . 
~.ONOIq* NmVn . . . ' 
[~F[ , i  
~,[ , i  i ; ;; . . ' f l  =~ L~ qr.J. i i.~' 
r 
r 
i 
,WORLD SERIES OP OOLJIC 
. "  , , i 
L . 
mNAHI ",",• 
o 
• i ram i 
.MISTER ROGER • 
CR .OCKETT'S VICTORYI 
'~NNnS AND Lmmts 
~ lu~.  oowMmans  
i 
swam ~oRim - 
• ; :  ? . .  
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Numbers on upswing :. 
Canadians go oruising 
• Written for CP Retied the western t inu~ until the end o~f Oc- There were.455 pene~ers .rod each had a showa" and 
By I)eCOURCY H. RAYIqER ~ e a n  on the Delphi t~ber, three different crutl~ m our cruise, plus about 300 tcllet. The crube price vurlm 
Fora~increaM~numhorof andmJoyedltenmuchthatwe m.eoffered, aschsaflinnfrom crew members, cruise according to deek and whether 
Canadians the Ideal holiday is went back to the eastern Palermo in sicny. _ directors End other service the cabin is inside the .hip or 
abourd a cruise ship, where Meditm'raneen. . We 'left on a Saturday staff. A full 8blp of ~ outside. .- - ;  
you unpack on arrival and Our latest wo-week cruise evening from Toronto ea a paasmgers wee booked ea the Sitereexetniona cest e0~tre, 
tuck your suitcase under the was aboard the Ithaca, a dmrt~ plane with stone 300 next cruise, ezcept on the Greek bland of 
berth for the duration. Greekahlp chartered by the aboard. Arriving at the ship All the runs  and cabins on Mykonos, where we went 
Mywife and I have 8one on Streed e~'iPmisatlon which has frmn Palermo airport he next the Ithaca re ak-cuedltimed, ashore by tender and by bus to 
such eruisea twice now, and lengbemhnownintheUnited ayJmtaflerlp~n.,wefoand eeweremmtefthebuscauasd thefbldngvfllanencarby.llm 
Kingdom for its hotels and for shore re(cuRleRs, boutiques therewere the main each time we have found the 
ahip filled ehisfly with Cana. 
dlans. 'I'wo years ago we 
boUday tours. 
On the Ithaca this year, ore- 
that two other planes had 
carried passengers from 
Canada. 
cabins were adequate, with 
clther two hods or two beriha, 
LETS GO BOWLING 
Lanes Open For The Coming Season 
Sat. Aug. 27, 1977 " 
' REGISTER YOUR TEAM H0W 
LEAGUE BOWLING STARTS 7" pm TUE. SEPT, 6th 
COFFEE LEAOUES 
TUES. 9:30 a.m. 
WED. 1 p.m. 
FRI, OR MON. 9:30 a.m. 
LEAGUES, 
MON. MIXED 
• MON. MENS 
TUES. M IXED 
WED. LADIES 
THUR. MIXED 
FRI. M IXED 
V.B.O, 
THUR.  ( JUNIOR)  
SAT. (BATAMS) 
SUN. (SENIOR & MAJORS) 
GOLDEN AGE MON. 
!:15 p.m. 
Register. TERRAOE'BOWLING LANES 
Ind iv iduals  Welcome 
to 
PHONE 6S6-6011 IARG OR OOUG 
2 3&6 4 9 
SEAl"f1.E 110OAY " 
W)]EEL OP ~ E  
,TS ~mYeOOYS OUESS 
FOR THE STARS 
CHICO A THE MAN 
HOLI,YWO00 SOU, m~ES 
DAYS OF DUB UVm 
THE _OOCi'0RS 
ANOTHER WORLD 
THE $ O'CLOCK MOVIE 
,~rhe Ihlllan Job" 
LE~S MAKE A DEAL 
NEWSERVICE 
NI~ NIOHTLY NEWS 
i 
SEATTLE TONIGHT 
-TONITE 
NAME THAT TUNE 
Hlmlml~8" 
NEWS 
_'tON;OH1" SHOW 
110MORROW SHOW 
FRI IBAOi.Y OIANT 
M~. DRESSUP 
/ Sl"REET 
SMirkER 'TY 
c9¢ NEWS 
MLD KINGDOM 
• OF-ATH ~AU.EY nAYS 
RYAN'S 
EDOE QF NIOIfl" 
TAKI~ TH~m'~" 
a~LEBRITY COOKS 
TO INE NffAOUNCED 
PlmaL BOX 
c m . l  
w 
i 
WeI.¢OME 6A¢K I(orrER 
N•'W F.~'~'q: NEW $1~. 
LrrrkE HOUSE" ON 
PRAIRIE 
THE NATIONAL 
NIGHT RNAL 
HOU.Y~OD THIRTIESi 
s!o. m= .sws 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
I1:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
• 7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
M R O O M  
KAREENS YOGA 
JEAN CANNI~ SHOW 
DERHITION 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
NGT . OS 
NGOfl UHOUR 
ADN4 13 
movie; 
I 
"~,e0ry p ,~ 
i 
ALAN HAMEL SHOW 
ANOTHER WORLD 
THE LUCY SHOW 
ENERGEHCY 
NSMH~m- 
sonny vim'oN sHOw 
HAWAII FIVE.O 
'JULIE 
BEHIHD CU06ED DOORS 
HEWS 
NEWS ~R FINAL. 
12:00 "THIS I,A'm SHOW 
"t.ady t~ '  
HERE'S LUCY 
PIll r~ IS RIGHT 
• LOVEOF LIFE 
YOUNO & THE RlSll.lSS 
IMMU:N POR ~ - 
EYEMIlNlSS NEN5 
AS THE WOKI.D ' I~ IS  
QUInl I~  I.IIIIT 
ALL IN 1141 FAMILY 
MATCH OA~! 
DINAHI 
I 
i Sl ' l~if f  
MR; ROGERS' NEIGH- 
---,mt~vbr~ 
Lq.ECli'RIC COMPANY 
ZOOM 
mG B£UE MARBLE 
LEHRER REFORr 
NINE'S JOURNAL 
UPSTAIRS, DOM61"AIRS • 
SGMErlHI N@ 
NV)NI'Y PYTHON 
"GC~U. SH0~.A;E 
LAllNO COIwk, IM 
1reNNin HIOH.IJOii,,[TS 
. zLA'lr• MOVie 
"¢MI 0f.MM Mid  u 
attraction, and they provided 
some of the best shopping o f  
the trip. 
Our first stop was at Malta, 
made famous by the Knights 
of St. John-. St. Paul was ship- 
wrecked on the north side of 
Malta, which is called MeUta 
in the Book of the Acts. 
VISITED ATHENS ' 
After a day at sea, we'an- 
chered off Mykeam, the bdand 
of Windmills. Frem there to 
Piraeus, the busy port of 
Athens. The exeunden to the 
, k :~ ,  the hill which rime 
above the old and the new dry, / 
Wee n must .  
The ruins of the Parthenon, 
aaid to be the world's mast 
perfect buildi~ u f@r ueym- 
merry in dmJjn ie emeemed, 
rand atop tbe rocky ldll Mmg 
with other ancient tealplee. A
crou marks the spot where St. 
Turkey was the next stop. 
Buses took us 13 miles over the 
narrow roads to the ruins of 
the third city o~ Ephesus 
(there were five of them). The 
streets end buildings m 
built in the fourth co•tin7 BC. 
Yet public toilets with marble 
Reals ud  a amald  ~n- 
tinumsly flowing water still 
are evident in a room off the 
huge 8~mnminm. 
St. Paul was imp¢is0ned 
here. Our 8ulde said Patti's 
the  Ire of hundreds of 
silversmiths who held • ~blie 
rally in the I~muium'and 
persuaded the anthoritim to 
imprison him. 
SAW HOLY LAND • 
Rhodes wee •at ,  the Island 
d Rcem, with its ancient fur- 
trms city built by the Knlffhts 
of St. John. We liked the clean 
beaches flanked by modern 
hotels. 
After another day at lea we 
decked at Halk, and spent wo 
days sightseeing in Israel. 
First to Jerusalem and 
Bethlehem, a long bus Iz/p 
that eaabled us to see the 
homtiful crops and 
of modern leracl. ~°~h~e 
see0ad ay we went to Nasa- 
reth and from there to the Sea 
of Galilee, blue and calm on a 
uitry summer day. 
After a fourth day at sea we 
• reached Palermo n Saturday 
ma=l~. Three Meundons 
are offered here. two of them 
full-day. By the nmtt day at; 
ll:30aJn, we were an rot~ to, 
there fab~ on the endae the t 
Stoat value is given for the 
money spent.DaMs and ulShis 
ere wcll pimmed and there b 
for rest and rclmmtim. 
Dr. Rayaer is edlter of Th,, 
Presbyterian Iteeor4. 
Eagles Nest 
Wildlife specialists have. 
counted more than 750 
• nesting pairs of bald eagles 
on Admiralty Is land, 
Alaska. That's the largely 
known concentration f the' 
species in the Unit~ States. 
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EXERCISE SOOTHES THE MIND 
• NEW YORK (CP) -- "A 
man who likes running once 
: told me, .'You can't run and 
~orry at the same time,' and 
mayl~ that's another im- 
portant, aspect of'active 
sports," said Retee Lauder, 
creater and director of a eos- 
mett(~ company .that bears 
her- name. 
:sportsWoman, said in an in- 
terview that exercise is "an 
escape from our USual con. 
esrns into ~omet~ purely 
physlad." 
"Many of the'exeeutiven .in 
my New" York office rush 
across Manhattan at lan- 
chtime to play tesmis erda 
8ymnasties before retumin8 
to an afternoon behind their 
desks. 
"Th~ always come back 
physlcltlly sad mentally re- 
' freshed. I wish we could bottle 
their ofternoan--after-ex~ 
.raise onersy." 
She  said every woman 
• should .find a few minutes 
every day that she. can eag 
• her own without lnterruptiou 
anU dedicate these minutes to 
physlad exertion that will 
stimulate her body 'and 
,refresh er soul." ' 
• . "These may 'be  a feW. 
" minutes behind closed doors 
,~.'. her office, a fe~.minutes 
befo're dressing for the day or 
a quiet time in the 
bathrub. 
SUGGEST8 EXERCISES 
Miss Lauder So.eats some 
exereisen that every busy 
woman can fit into her daily 
routine to help loosen tense 
muscles and stimulate cir- 
eulatian. 
• If you only have 20 seconds' 
close your eyes. Inhale deeply 
and then exhale very slowly, 
letting the entire body go 
limp. Try toempty our mind 
by thinking about a blank, 
cloudless sky. Inhale deeply. 
and exhale slowly asain anu 
8o limp, Slowly count down 
from 10 each time yopexhale. 
Repeat wice. 
• If, you can sit still for fivt 
minutes in your offleeor While 
stuck in traffic, this exercise 
is great, Miss Lander says, 
for loosening stiffness in the 
upper back and neck. 
Sit in a chair with your back 
straight, arms limp. Let your 
head fall forward loosely. Let 
your head fall backwards 
loosely. That's it. Repeat. , 
Next, with your arms down, 
back straight, let your head 
fall loosely forward, roll head 
in a circle to the left. Stop, 
• Roll head in a circle to the 
right." Stop, Don't close your 
eyes. Repeat. 
EXERCISE IN TUB 
A lO*minute workout in your 
own bathtub is good I~___n,,-~ 
Meditation in Motion 
water's buoyancy makes ex- 
ercislng easier and the resist- 
anee of., water lets muscles 
work more evenly and IonKer, 
so you are burning up more 
caloHen with less effort han It 
takes on dry land. 
In a warm but not hot tub 
with a non-skid mat, lie down~ 
and relax. Begin with easy 
stretches for hands and 
feet. 
Spread and relax your 
fingers underwater and ~tate 
your wrists. 
Point and relax your toes. 
Draw ~drdes underwater by 
moving your ankles to the left,. 
the. the right. 
Sit with your lep  stxaisht in 
front of you. Loop a dry towel 
aromd the bottom of one foot. 
lnhole and pull the towel up to 
raiseyour leg ld~h. Exhale 
and lower.your k~ into the 
water. Repeat hree Umen for 
each leg. 
i 
SitUng with your legs. In 
. front of you, inhale, stretdd~ 
your arms overhead and 
lea "mn~ back slightly. ~ 
As you. exhale, bend for- 
ward to clasp your legs. 
Stretch back up, inhaling and 
repeat 'u'st step. Repeat five 
times. 
BaokTo Sohool 
SHOP F IRST  - 
Boys. 
at 
c_ EE'S, CHILDRENS WEAR 
Girls Infdnts 
DOVS 
JEANS 12." 
Sizq 7 to 1, 
By Tam O'Shantsr 
JAOKETS 21," 
Size 7.14 
By Rice Sportswear 
sins i .  GIRLS 
TO 14 lEAn JEllS 13/' 
Size 7 to 14 
By Tam O'Shantsr 
DRESS O0ATS 66.00 
Meflon Duffle, 
Styled coat, pile lined. 
Size 7 to 1~ 
Now Clearing 
Shorts. Short Sets. Swim Trunks. Cotton Baby Dolls- Cotton Gowns. 
4444 Lakelse Avenue "~"~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ 635-2425 Where.Quality Outwears Price 
2 
:SDAwrm ~OAY 
ITS,INYaOOYS. ~.,~c 
SHOOT FOR THI! SI'ARS 
CH.!~,~ "t & THE .u.~H 
DAYS OF OUR UVES 
THE DOCTOP.S 
ANOTHER WORLD 
THE 30'~---"~-- MOVIE 
",mm, sMy ew" 
LET* Nm~l~ =- A ru=,q 
NE'~'..-"RVICE 
NEe NIGHTLY N-.~.-" 
~SEATTLE TONIGHT 
.~ ITE  . 
ELVIS QN TOUR 
HEWS THERE MUSTBE AN 
EASIER WAY. 
Check lights mg~.~/. 
3&6 
IquIDIOLY GIANT . ~ AMI 
M~. onms~p 
.SlU~U~ Sllmrr 
CEC haWS 
MLD KllV~P~nM 
9MATH VALLEY DAYS 
ItYAN'S HOPIE 
EnOE OF HIGHT 
TAKE "I14RITY 
Cm.EBRITY COOKS 
IT'S YOUR CHOICE 
ZOCM 
STRIKER 
TO 8E A N ~  
HOURGLASS 
MAJOR LEAGUE 
BUUUEIUUI I 
'THIS ~ IN BASHBAUL." 
THE NATIONAL " 
NIGHT FINN. 
11t  ~nDi r .~  
'11~ OFF ;;re-,V; 
9:OO 
9:30 i 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
4 9. 
I !~  LUCY 
r~e~,~ IS r ,  w ,y  
.'RCkrr.K 
~ a  ~KJGA 
~J F.AN ¢dUtNEM SHOW 
iF iN IT l~ i  
FIRST IMPRIB, Oes 
HOT H~ 
liOON NEWS HOUR 
MOVIE: 
' H ln lm I .~  
'ALAN ~'SHOW 
.ANOTHER ~ .  
THE LUCY SHOW 
ADAMd2 
IMNSDAY 
6:00 ~ 
6:30 
• IJ~/BDIJUPE 
YQUNO a THE m~t . l~B 
S I~ PaR " r ' ~  
n-I"G'~ Tn'GdS HE'~ 
AS THE V|GWm.D ~ 
GUIDING UOffr 
ALL IN THE FAMILY 
MATCH GN~ 
DINAHI 
SESAME ~,,K==, 
t~ :, lmK~."~S' NEIGH- 
"~'kOMfVM~ 
~¢C0t ,  SP~ 
LOVE "~;~: ;  
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:39 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
LOVES ME, LOVES MIE NOT 
ADN~I: 
"/HIE Gi~C, 
:';W ~, , i  ail OP.THm 
OlgflNO ~ G~n~d 
CIV h~.,~. '
NEVUS HOUR FINN. 
• 114E LATI! SHOW 
THE MACNEIL - I..T....M 
REPORT 
A~ERiCNM 
U~'-~  AIRS, ~----m~d RS 
L~T! ~,3E 
. . % *  .m ~ . *  
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TROOPS FROM HOME 
Canadian connection along the Rhine 
Written fo r~ From the Drachenfels~ Bridge just as they did that 
By JEAN LOVECALLOWAY " dragon's rock--the Rhine December day in 1918 when 
BONN (CIP)-  Thousands stretches north 16 miles the 1st Canadian Division 
of Canadian t~urists gn the 
scenic Rhine cruise are 
unaware of. Canada's past 
connections with the 
Rhineland, which are not 
featured in travel 
pamphlets. 
where, on a clear day, you can. 
spot he twin spires of Cologne 
Cathedral. 
"the spires, spared from air 
raids in the Second World 
War, look down on the 
adjoining Hohenzollern 
crossed the Rhine to establish 
an armistice bridgehead.' 
Ten miles south of.the Dra- 
chenfels, obscured by, wooded 
hills, are the blackened 
stumps of the Ludsndorff 
railway, bridge at Remagen. 
Twice in less than 30 years 
bridge fell into American 
hands. - 
On the same day in 1918 that 
the 1st Canadian Division 
crossed the Rhine at Cologne, 
the 2rid Canadian Division 
c/'oased at Bonn and the 42x~d 
U.S. Rainbow Division under 
Gen. Douglas "MacArthur 
crossed at Ramazen. 
The 1st Canadian Division 
occupied a dynamite factory 
and other industrial 'plants 
that still exist .~wn~ 
from Cologne. ' Canadian 
soldiers were billeted' in. 
places like Troisdorf, Porz 
and W~n 
!: 
! 
?: 
...... t~,~. 
i i  /~:i'!T 
f .  
i 
, I ,  ,i. iU ' l l  THE CHANGE OLD ~~, OF .ou. 
,:~ l l l i~ i lp~j i . j L J L J L i i L J LV£  - -~ '~ (4~J' ]}~'1~ BREAKFAST- TuEs.-  FRI.-7AM-10AM 
"1  DINNER - TUES. - FRI. - SPM.IOPNi -DLn ing  Gu id  SAT. & SUN.. BREAKFAST, L U N C H & D I N - H E R  " . ;10AM-10PM 
• (INTERNATIONAL) ~CLOSEDMONDAY (CUISINE) 
• KALUM MOTEL, 
16 West, Tnrrace 
i I 
- '~- -~- - J~~-" - - - -~  ' "t. .WEMAKE 
-,~'m/. ~ ~ Chop S.~y (;~ae,, ~ ~ ~,OT ov ~INGS .ErTER 
" / -&  ~ " - - -  ~ " . ~ J~ '~ Jr " I1~ ~ .Carruthers 
RESTA U/~'A NT  I "r'~41t/Im ~ '~\~ Owners 
~ . ~ _  FREE HOME DELIVERY \ "  ! , f / / / i l l  , . . .~ . 
.,.,,,~,= . . , . . , .~~. -~ . . . . . . . . .  TOWN LIMITS _~ ~/~-, ,~ " .4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
• ~., .%~,~:: .=. ' ,  n . ~ ~ ,  r m. .oo  
r'AKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME 
" 
~ y  - • . 
I " I°~,=:yo,, DiScloUuI'~ ON [I ! 1 LAKELBE 
II I F.OM . , , .  P_ICK-UP ORDi.,RS] ~ / - - -A - - - - - -  
I I~'x~,"~"" z %L t' ! - N U T I &  , 
I I S'="A'~' ' '  ' "~  " '~  " 
n ~ n - ~ " - ' ~  I THE PLI6E 
I • - !  ,o ,  
! 1 63e-1946 • /1~ ,J i~f~,~. \ I PRIVATE PARTIES 
! , . . , , .  or 6253359 I . . . .  
ER~ABL Y Tj~u~H=EvBEST; ~ a o u u u n i n u n n  inn HECTORS 
:k I ~ ~ ~ ~  | "~ I pRINCE GEORGE :: INTERNATIONAL CUISINE ml(.mlltJp;i~ ' " °~ J' " 1 "=h i '0 '  ' ,  j~ ' "  " ~ ",~ MON-SAT. $ PM-11 PM 
,di~w L "m-  JLW J [ J J&~ Highway 97. Heated ~ ..F I. 
' - - '  - -  - -  Indoor~dmming POOl., 
CHA R.BROILED STEA KS Pools, Saunas ' l a0  ~ l~ l '8~! ;  ! xit~...,- ~,,)-..- ~ ,  Phmm tk18-8141 
4736 Lakelse Ave, Torraoo Senn= pr., ..~,~ ~. ,~,  
' FEATURE, ~ ,  . .(~.;~.*;:/..,% , '-. , ' " 
We're ~ . ~ ~  ~ 
Char -Bro i led  Steak . $ 2,99 featuriqg 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and Bob Wolloughb/ 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST Country and Western I 
. . .  . .K ing-Size Steak D inner  $ 4 . . . .  i i n  the  lounge 1 
,d n 
) ;  . ,~ , . , ;~ .  . . , , .  ~ ~, .  , .  ' :  . . . . .  , . , . .~ .~, , .  .~ .  ~,  , , . , . 
.... , , : '  HI , . .  :~, ; :~ESTA ANT= ;; . , ,  . .  %: 
~imb :Di / :  . . . . .  -~". ~ ~ UR S i A  " - 1 d ' 1 ' 
~::~Chopped Beef  Dinner; ...,,.,." ' .  $ ,1 ,5Ni~, ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  -..,.,.,~:. ., ~.~,. ,... .... . ':;.,. 
~'~:"" '  ':;'~/ ' ...... ' ' ' "  " ' !  '" ";"':'"="~"~ i . . .. ,:" i ' : ~ " 
. . . . .  '~'~Th ~Mik'cburger i l l | l  l l l i l l ; :  ~, *L .i , . . , ,  . . .  $;139.; ..... 
' : ;'~'~ 1 " l ' "l" T l r r lo l ,  ~ !LO.  L~;,": :' 4642.L~dle West o f  CFTK 
,',,S "! . l e~ lC l l  IU I J I¢ ;T  TO CH/~Jr4cl l  V~l ' rHot ) l *  HOTI .~I~.  ' ' ' '- . . . .  " . . . .  
